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There’s no such thing as bad weather
Winter is often seen as the time of year when we become like bears and retreat into hibernation mode. 
And while there’s a certain smug pleasure to be gained from watching the wind and rain hammering 
against the windows while we stay tucked up in front of a roaring fire (or radiator), it’s not long before I 
find myself screaming on the inside, clawing at the walls and frantically trying to come up with plans to 
get outside and cure myself of the dreaded cabin fever.

With the correct mindset and equipment there’s absolutely no reason why bushcraft shouldn’t be a year 
round activity. Indeed, some of my most memorable wilderness experiences have been during the 
colder months of the year, when I’ve really had to work at keeping myself warm. If you ever find yourself 
lacking the motivation to leave behind your home comforts in favour of the exhilarating challenges of 
the outdoors, it’s worth remembering the old adage ‘There’s no such thing as bad weather, only 
inappropriate clothing’.   

Winter for me is the best time to head to the hills, and over the past few weeks I’ve been spending quite 
a lot of time in the mountains of Snowdonia, as well as the Brecon Beacons.  Developing the skills of 
navigation using a map and compass really does give you the freedom of the hills, and all that fresh air 
and exercise helps keep the winter blues at bay. 

But here in Wales there are days when the rain seems to come at you from every direction, and no 
matter how hard I try, I just can’t muster the enthusiasm to go out and play. These are the days to repair 
and sort out kit, pore over maps and guidebooks, and dream about the new adventures yet to come.
In this issue, Lofty Wiseman shares his experience (page 64) and advises us to practise what we’re bad 
at (for me that will be understanding computers), and Paul Kirtley discusses the lessons to be learnt 
from snow walking and camping in winter (page 74). 

Ian Nairn demonstrates a great indoor project by making a tree of life pendant (page 82), while Naomi 
Walmsley looks at the benefits of winter warming teas (page 22).

Torbjörn Selin shares his New Year’s camping resolution with us (page 26).  Laura Bingham highlights 
the importance of our friends the bees (page 30), while her hubby, Ed Stafford, discusses that all 
important substance, water (page 68).

Also, Tim Gent describes his experiences of helping to build a traditional Sámi dwelling (page 44), and 
I’ll be visiting Devon, and one of the last remaining traditional oak bark leather tanneries (page 38).

Andrew Thomas-Price

Editor
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Dear Bushcraft and Survival Skills Magazine, 

I have some big problems and they're all your 
fault! I have been interested in the subject for 
quite a few years and include bushcraft in our 
programme as much as possible (I'm an Explorer 
Scout leader). A few months back I took the 
plunge and took out a subscription, which 
included in the deal a number of back issues. 
Usually when I buy magazines I have a quick flick 
through, read the interesting articles then ditch 
the rest (in the recycling of course). I couldn't do 
that with Bushcraft and Survival Skills Magazine, 
as all the articles in all the issues I had were 
interesting. Every one. This, it seems, was the 
beginning of a kind of addiction. 

At the Wilderness Gathering I bought some more 
back issues, then some more, and I've been lucky 
enough to find more since then. I now have a 
complete collection apart from issue 60. At the 
last count I had 48 unread issues. Now if I read 
two issues per month it will take me two years to 
read them all… by which time I will have received 
another twelve issues, which will take another six 
months to read... by which time... 

But that is only one problem. The articles provide 
lots of ideas for activities, with the Explorers and 
on my own. This has led to me shopping for 
groceries in a different way. I used to buy food on 
the basis of taste, nutritional content, cost and 
shelf life etc. Now my first thought is ‘Can I buy 
this in a tin that is big enough to turn into a hobo 
cooker?’ I really have found myself buying and 
eating some things I would never have bought 
before, let alone eaten, just because of the size of 
the tin. I am currently struggling through ten pints 

Dear Pete

Thank you for your letter. 

Oh dear, you are in a pickle. I can only offer my sincere apologies on behalf of myself and the whole 
Bushcraft & Survival Skills Magazine team, for producing such an awesome publication. If it’s any 
consolation I can assure you that you’re most certainly not alone in your addiction, as the piles of spare kit 
in my garage will testify. Surely it’s not considered to be hoarding if it could come in handy one day? But 
will I really need ALL those empty jam jars, demijohns, tarps and ammo cans? Well, you never know.
Good luck with getting through all those back issues, and be sure to let me know if you need any help 
drinking that cider.

Kind regards

Andrew Thomas-Price

of cider because the keg it comes in is just the 
right size. The sacrifices I make! 

Our Explorers are short of kit. Now I know ‘The 
more you know the less you carry’, but it is 
difficult to keep a dozen teenagers interested in 
safe axe use when you only have one axe for them 
to use. So now, every Sunday, regardless of the 
weather, I'm up at stupid o'clock so that I can get 
to the local car boot sale before someone else 
buys the rusty axes. I've got to keep going for the 
foreseeable future because I've only got twelve at 
the moment. I really do need more, just in case.  I 
need to restore most of them. (12 axes, but only 9 
hafts!). So less time to read magazines. Two per 
month is starting to look optimistic. 

At least I can still get out to the woods a bit. In 
fact I'm out both of the next two weekends. So it 
will rain. Guaranteed. So, all in all, my life has 
changed a bit in the last few months - and its all 
your fault. But I'm not complaining. Keep up the 
good work. 

Thanks,

Pete Brown.

Oh dear, you are in a pickle. I can only offer my sincere apologies on behalf of myself and the whole 

your fault. But I'm not complaining. Keep up the 

A Bushcraft
& Survival Skills

Magazine branded
titanium Spork

will be on its
way to you.

Letters to the Editor
Big problems, and they’re all our fault
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Dear Mark

Thank you for your letter, and great to hear that you’re enjoying Bushcraft & Survival Skills Magazine. It’s 
the positive feedback and support from our readers that keeps us producing such an excellent publication 
(even if we do say so ourselves).

One of the best things about this thing we call ‘bushcraft’ is that it offers something for everyone, regard-
less of whether you’re into extreme wilderness expeditions to the far flung corners of the world, or whittling 
spoons in your garden shed at home. It’s all about personal discovery, and the fact that you’ve also got 
your family onboard should ensure many happy adventures in the future. 

Something tells me that Olivia won’t be going too far away despite handing over the reins of the magazine 
to David Thompson...  She’s reinvented herself as a slightly scary fire walking warrior princess, and I’m 
pretty sure you’ll be seeing her at the Bushcraft Show in 2019.

Kind regards

Andrew Thomas-Price

Looking forward to The Show
Dear Sir,

Thank you for sending my first issue of the 
Bushcraft & Survival Skills Magazine on subscrip-
tion. I have been buying the magazine for about a 
year and enjoying the read greatly. Having found 
Forest School last year, my life has taken a new 
turn and I am taking every opportunity to extend 
and expand my knowledge, skills and understand-
ing of all things outdoors.

My family particularly enjoyed the Bushcraft 
Show this year and are eagerly awaiting next 
year’s event so they can whittle their own spoons 
for the first time. My wife has particularly taken to 
whittling, much to my surprise, and came home 
from last year’s show with more knives than me! I 
found her sat on the kitchen doorstep whittling 
away within an hour of us arriving home from the 
show.

It is a significant birthday year for me this year, 
and as a gift my daughter treated me to the 
two-year subscription of the magazine with the 
added benefit of a very splendid looking pair of 
Petromax Gloves. 

Thank you all so very much for this excellent 
publication and show. I was sorry to hear Olivia 
was leaving the business and wish her all the very 
best in her new direction. David, I am sure, will be 
hugely successful taking the helm and moving 
the Bushcraft Magazine and Show forward.

Take care, keep well, and see you at the Show.

Kind regards,

Mark Clarke

A Bushcraft
& Survival Skills

Magazine branded
titanium Spork

will be on its
way to you.
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Dear Bushcraft & Survival Skills Magazine,

I am 9 years old and my dad has been subscribing 
to your magazine since it started and has every 
issue. I go on bushcraft adventures with my dad 
and little sister almost every weekend, even if it’s 
only a walk in the woods. When we can’t go out I 
love to read my dad’s collection of magazines. I 
have nearly read every issue, either on my own or 
with my dad. 

My dad knows how interested I am in bushcraft 
and one day I want to be a bushcraft instructor, 
and so for my birthday my dad got a big box and 
wrapped it up with brown paper and attached 
leaves and natural items to it. When I opened the 
box I realised my dad had given me all of his 
collection of magazines. I know how much my 
dad loves your magazine too, so this was a big 
thing for him to do. I want to thank you for your 
magazine and I plan to look after my dad’s 
collection and be a subscriber like my dad too.

Thank you again for helping me to learn about my 
hobby with your magazine.

Yours sincerely,

Callum Watson

Thank you for your letter. 

I’m always happy to hear from youngsters who 
have been bitten by the bushcraft bug at such 
an early age. I have fantastic memories of 
outdoor adventures with my dad and granddad 
when I was your age, and those memories will 
stay with me for life. The passing of knowledge 
from generation to generation is how we 
humans have evolved and adapted to face 
every challenge nature has thrown at us, and 
your dad’s generous gift will definitely help you 
to realise your ambition of becoming a 
bushcraft instructor.  

All the best

Andrew Thomas-Price

Magazine collection

All the best

Andrew Thomas-Price

A Bushcraft
& Survival Skills

Magazine branded
titanium Spork

will be on its
way to you.
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We have a huge range of products from great brands for the Bushcraft Enthusiast, 
available to buy online, over the phone, or in our amazing high street store in 

Enfield, Middlesex.

Tel: 020 8367 3420www.thebushcraftstore.com
Culver Nurseries, Cattlegate Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 9DS

Your one stop shop
for Bushcraft!

The Bushcraft Store is the UK exclusive dealer of TBS 
Knives, TBS Leather and accessories and this growing 
company continues to go from strength to strength.
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Great
Felling

As an archaeologist and coppice worker I’ve 
always wondered about the ways in which our 
prehistoric ancestors went about clearing and 
managing woodland, whether for their 
settlements or to make way for agriculture. 
Recent excavations on wetland sites in the UK

As an archaeologist and coppice worker I’ve 

Marc Cox With a background in 
archaeology, Marc has always had 
a passion for our cultural heritage. 
He gave up academia nearly ten 
years ago to follow a life in 
farming, forestry and wood 
working. He now combines his interests by running a 
woodland centre focussed on traditional crafts and 
experimental archaeology. 
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 and elsewhere in Western Europe (where organic 

remains are preserved underwater) have revealed 
complex Stone Age carpentry utilising massive 
timbers. The Sweet Track, from my native 
Somerset, is one such example. Here, an 
exceptionally well-preserved wooden planked 
walkway crossed the marshes of the Levels, made 
from cleaved oak boards, many with square 
mortice holes cut through. This 2km trackway, 
dated using tree-rings to 3,806BC, was held above 
the water and bog by a cradle of sharpened 
stakes, driven into the peat. The quantity of raw 
materials (mature oak trees and coppiced poles) 
required for this endeavour is mind boggling, as is 
the work required to split and shape the timbers 
with wooden, bone and stone tools.
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Fast forward several hundred years to the the 
Bronze Age (defined by the advent of copper-alloy 
metallurgy), and woodworking has taken another 
leap. In the Humber Estuary three boats were 
discovered dating from 2,000BC, the earlier part of 
the Bronze Age. These 15m-long, potentially 
sea-faring, vessels were expertly constructed 
from overlapping, hewn oak planks, sewn together 
with yew withies, similar to the clinker-built boats 
made to this day. These again demonstrate the 
skill, innovation and craftsmanship of our 
ancestors. Importantly to me, they also represent 
a triumph of ‘tree-wrighting’, the ability to choose, 
fell, split and hew a 40m mature, standing oak 
tree into useful three-inch planks using only 
copper, bronze, stone, antler and bone tools.

With this in mind, I wanted to better understand 
how, with this toolkit, one might achieve the most 
basic of these tasks - felling a mature oak tree.

For five years I have managed my 
mixed-deciduous woodland, mostly with 
handtools (steel, of course) - cutting the 
overgrown hazel to encourage straight usable 
poles (known as coppicing), thinning the larger 
‘standards’ of beech, birch, sycamore and ash for 
craft activities and firewood and pruning larger 
timber-trees to facilitate straight growth. I now 
feel I can wield an axe almost as proficiently as a 
slightly incompetent medieval peasant.
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The first step on this journey was the sourcing of 
appropriate tools. One of the main aims of this 
experiment was to compare how axes from 
different parts of the Chalcolithic (Copper Age) 
and Bronze Age worked, both in relation to each 
other and to modern steel axes. To this end, we 
enlisted the expert assistance of our tame bronze 
caster, Nik Kallinis of Shamanic Bronze. 
Fortunately for us, he works in our woodland. 
The oldest-style of tool to join the ranks, a replica 
pure copper axe, was based on the one found in

Two of the three remaining axe heads, owing to 
the similarities in shape and form during the 
earlier part of the Bronze Age, were handled in the 
same fashion, Towards the end of the Bronze Age, 
however, the design of the axes changed 
dramatically, causing a radically different design 
in handles and hafting. These ‘socketed’ axes are, 
supposedly, technologically superior to the 
wedge-shaped predecessors of the Chalcolithic

the Alps with the uniquely preserved Chalcolithic
Iceman known as Oetzi. Due to a lack of available 
yew-wood however, this simple wedge-shaped 
blade was hafted in a different manner to the 
original. We utilised a seasoned three-foot piece 
of ash with a convenient knot at one end. By 
boring and burning, a perfectly sized hole was 
created part way into the gnarly wood for the 
axe-blade to slot neatly into, resulting in the 
axe-head wedging deeper and harder into the 
handle with each successful swing.

and Early Bronze Age, in so much as they are 
designed not to stress and split the wooden 
handle. Instead they rely either on a two-part 
handle, jointed together to create the desired 
angle for the axe blade, or a single piece of 
specifically chosen timber with a branching limb.  
This can be shaped to fit inside the socket of the 
axe head. This experiment utilised the second of 
these options.
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Felling a mature oak tree is a pretty major 
undertaking, not just physically, but also morally. 
Mature oaks are prized timber-trees because they 
are dense and extremely strong; and they are 
dense and extremely strong, because they grow 
very slowly. Making sure the tree chosen to be 
felled was the ‘right one’, took as long, if not 
longer, than the actual exertion of chopping it 
down. Fortunately for us, there was the perfect 
tree overhanging the site where we intended to 
undertake some construction work. The tree was 
also dying, if not already dead. One interesting 
and slightly sobering thought is that this was 
potentially the largest tree to be felled with bronze 
tools since the Bronze Age.

After inspecting the tree for any loose or dodgy 
looking branches above where we were going to 
be working, and deciding exactly where we 
intended the tree to fall, the axes were swung into 
action.

axe, you can quite happily swing it with all your
might, straight across the grain on a lump of oak; 
it may not be very efficient or very productive, but 
you can. To do that with one of these tools results 
in quite catastrophic tool failure.

It took some time, but soon the lesson was 
hammered home; these were pecking tools, 
designed to cut small scallops of wood rather 
than large lumps. To facilitate this, particularly 
when confronted with such an enormous mass of 
tree to chop through, required a mental shift. The 
angle in which you swing, the power and force in 
which you use them, and where you hit the wood 
in relation to the grain, is so different from a 
standard modern axe and much more vital.

Using a bronze tool is very different to using a 
steel tool. This became apparent very quickly, as 
handles began breaking and the bronze itself 
started to blunt and even bend. With a modern

We proceeded to open two small notches on the 
leading edge of the tree, working at a downward 
angle first and then splitting off the loosened 
material by coming in more perpendicular to the 
grain. Ten minute shifts were taken in pairs, 
attempting to join the two cuts into a single, large, 
flat-bottomed gob (from the Saxon word for 
mouth).
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Once the ‘undercut’ was complete, we came in 
at a slightly higher level from the back of the 
tree, to carry out our ‘felling cut’. Up to this 
final leg of the process, many of the tools had 
dropped by the wayside, due to repetitive 
breakages or just personal preference. The one 
which really stood out was Oetzi’s copper axe; 
the smallest, oldest and yet most effective. In 
fact, it was so popular that much of the last 
gob was made almost exclusively with it.
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After nearly four and a half hours of 
continuous chopping the tree creaked and 
groaned, pivoted perfectly on the hinge created 
between the two opposing gobs, then came 
crashing down exactly where we had hoped it 
would.

Before we began this experiment, we had 
seriously wondered whether bronze tools really 
were capable of a feat such as this. Over the 
years, suggestions have been put forward that 
these trees must have been dug out at the roots 
or ring-barked and left to fall over.  Now, with this 
huge timber resource lying on the forest floor, we 
know otherwise.  We can now feel highly 
confident in the efficiency of these

axes, not only as woodworking tools but as a 
means of felling the giant oaks utilised during the 
Bronze Age.

As with any project of this nature, however, it has 
opened a whole raft of possibilities and new lines 
of experiments for us to pursue. How can it not, 
when we have over ten metres of beautiful 
straight timber to play with.
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Here at the ‘Craft Lab’ we 
handcraft Bushcraft knives, 
woodcraft tools, crook knives, 
spoon carving tools and much more. 
We also produce leather work, from 
belts and pouches to tool covers 
and sheaths for a wide range of 
tools and knives for the discerning 
outdoors enthusiast.

We are ready to equip you for your 
next journey into the wild.

‘Crafted with passion for your next adventure’

Email. info@benandloisorford.com   Tel. 01886880410   Mob. 07866821308

www.benandloisorford.com
Follow us on:
     Instagram  @craftlabknives  @craftlableather
     YouTube Ben Orford Media 



Barnes and Noble can trace their history back to 
1873, when Charles M. Barnes opened a bookshop 
in Illlinois.  They are now a publishing and retailing 
giant, with 630 bookshops (or bookstores) across 
the US.  As well as offering over 1 million titles, 
B&N is the second largest magazine retailer in the 
country.

Bushcraft &Survival Skills Magazine is now sold in 
a wide range of countries, including Australia, New 
Zealand, Malaysia, Singapore and the US, and has 
plans to head even further afield in 2019.

www.barnesandnobleinc.com

Bushcraft &Survival Skills Magazine first hit the 
Barnes and Nobel newsstands in in 2017. The US
company are now more than double the number of 
stores in which we are stocked.

Ever felt uplifted as a flock of starlings swoops low overhead, or found yourself staring, lost in 
thought, at the blue tits clustered round a bird table?  Well recent studies by Daniel Cox and 
colleagues suggest that contact with birds is actually good for us.

Based at Exeter University, Dr Cox has found that the incidence of mental health problems in towns 
appears to be lower in areas with the most vegetation, particularly those with large populations of 
birds.  Interestingly, environments which suit birds that are most active in the afternoon, seem to be 
particularly beneficial, presumably because that’s when us humans are also most likely to be out and 
about to see them. Reduced levels of depression, anxiety and stress are all recorded.  Perhaps not 
surprisingly, we seem to benefit most from songbirds, robins, tits and finches.   So the more green 
space, and the more birds, and the healthier we seem to be.  

Birds are good for us, well most
of them anyway
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Those reading ‘The Small Print’ at the back may 
have noticed the recent inclusion of George 
Thompson in the team. George has joined us in a 
temporary capacity, during which time he’s helping 
implement longer-term improvements such as 
overseeing an overhaul of the website. Whilst this 
might seem like son joining the family firm, 
long-term readers of the magazine will recall a 
more interesting story.

George has been associated with the magazine 
from almost the beginning, a period of twelve years 
(half his life). By the age of eleven, he’d become 
hooked on bushcraft. Desperate to attend his hero 
Ray Mears’ Junior Fundamentals course, he 
convinced his school to give him a £100 grant. The 
only problem was… the course was full, and the 
money ‘use it or lose it’. George wrote to Ray, who 
pulled a few strings, and George was on his way to 
becoming a bushcrafter. Shortly afterwards, he 
completed a blacksmithing course with Dave Budd 
in his workshop on Dartmoor. Using these newly 
acquired skills, he then went into the garage and 
made a knife for Ray as a way of saying thank you. 

George met the then owners of Bushcraft &
Survival Skills Magazine at the Outdoors Show at 

the NEC, where he was due to meet Ray to present 
him with his knife. The magazine ran the story, and 
the rest is history. George wrote for the magazine 
throughout his teens as the first ‘Bushcraft Bairns’ 
writer, eventually handing the baton over to the 
superb Ben Abbot.

Since he finished writing for the Magazine he’s 
been on a number of adventures, working as a 
husky sledding guide in Arctic Finland, trekking to 
Everest base camp, and spending a month as part of 
a university expedition to the Altai mountains in 
Siberia. All this whilst dealing with an impairment 
of his right lung that continually collapsed like a 
punctured air mattress

George has just finished four years of university. 
After graduating from Cambridge, he undertook a 
master's degree at Oxford centring around nature, 
concluding with a dissertation on rewilding efforts 
in Kielder Forest, Northumberland. He’s still a keen 
bushcrafter, with a special interest in heritage 
crafts. He’s looking forward to catching up with old 
friends, and making new ones, over the coming 
months.

George is back

Commercial Director, David Thompson, was 
browsing through the online ads recently, when 
something caught his eye.  A few phone calls later 
and he became the owner of a rather special canoe, 
and on 5th December, George and Tim joined David 
in south Devon to take stock of his purchase.  
Starting in issue 79, we will let you know more 
about Noonmark, and the next step in her already 
lengthy life.

Noonmark
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As ice retreated at the end of the last glaciation, 
deer, wolves, auroch, badgers, beavers, and of 
course us humans, moved in to colonise the spread 
of new woodland.  Wildcats crept in too.  Since 
then, and it’s not hard to guess why, a large number 
of those original species have gone, and the wild cat 
is dangerously close to joining them. Once 
widespread in Britain, wildcats are now restricted 
to just a few remote locations in Scotland, where 
recent studies suggest there may be as few as 100 
left.

Loss of habitat and deliberate eradication has taken 
its toll, and today disease and accidental 
persecution are still a problem. But what’s thought 
to be one of the biggest threats comes from 
interbreeding with domestic cats.

Conservation cuts
but that’s good news for Scottish wildcats

Scottish Wildcat Action (SWA) aims to halt the 
problem (www.scottishwildcataction.org). Wildcat 
strongholds have been identified, and a captive 
breeding scheme is underway, but in order to limit 
that worrying displacement by hybrids, more 
drastic methods (at least if you’re an escaped 
moggy) have been put in place. TNVR stands for 
Trap, Neuter, Vaccinate and Return, and trained 
teams have been working through those 
strongholds, catching feral cats.

In July the SWA launched their 
#GenerationWildcat campaign to encourage the 
public to get involved, including the reporting of 
those feral felines, and recently the 200th 
wayward domestic cat was taken for its significant 
visit to the vet.

Competition
Winners…

Frost River Isle Royal Pack
Ian Elliot

Extreme Wilderness Survival
by Craig Caudill
John Embleton

The Kindness of Strangers
by Fearghal O’Nuallain

Peter Wood

And finally… Liz Morris-Webb from Bangor University, wants to make contact with anyone who 
gathers or forages along Welsh shores.  If you have 15 minutes to spare, why not go to

https://bangor.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/what-does-gathering-from-the-seashore-mean 
and fill in her questionnaire. 

Welsh Coastal Foraging

Peter Cairns, Scotland: The Big Picture
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Dogs Are
Welcome!

T: 0333 4567 123 | bethere@thebushcraftshow.co.uk | www.thebushcraftshow.co.uk
For show updates follow:       The Bushcraft Show       BushcraftShow       thebushcraftshow

Tickets
on sale
now!



It was cold, impending snow cold. We had no 
shelter and no hope of finding cover this high up 
in the mountains. I hugged my buckskin jacket 
and felted waistcoat tight around my body and 
folded down the bottoms of my trousers to meet 
my moccasins, insuring no undercover entry for 
the wind. I missed the simplicity of a pair of socks 
embracing my feet. My spirits were low. It had 
been two weeks already, living out in the wild, and 
the novelty factor was dwindling, the reality now 
fully rooted. My modern brain still spoke loudly to 
me, reminding me to count the days since I’d 
enjoyed a hot shower, eaten a piece of cake, or 
simply sunk my teeth into a sandwich. 

It had been three days since our last successful 
hunt, but the memory of it still lingered, feeding 
my rumbling belly with a virtual feast. The vivid 
feeling of celebration as a fellow tribe member 
appeared over the hill with a grouse hanging on 
her belt, another in her hands. The scent of meat 
cooking, dripping and sizzling on the fire. The 
feeling of appreciation and gratitude for this gift 
of food from nature. That evening, a special feast 
was prepared to honour the occasion; extra morel 
mushrooms in our stew, an over generous dollop 
of buffalo fat in the pot and a lavish helping of 
dried berries to add the sweetness to our 

succulent Stone Age meat offering. 

But hunting was harder now that the weather had 
suddenly grown colder. I’m not sure if it was our 
tolerance levels for being exposed in the elements 
or the animals, but something had changed and 
no more meat was coming over that hill any time 
soon. I was determined to keep positive, but it 
was hard being so cold and hungry. I’d taken to 
keeping my fingers and mind from being idle by 
sewing and repairing; moccasins, fish hooks, my 
hat. Even that was growing harder though, with 
frozen wayward fingers unable to move in the way 
I needed. 

A group had gone out hunting that afternoon, 
determined to bring back something to the fire. 
Hours later I spotted them returning, each one 
with seemingly empty hands. Instantly 
disappointed, I took my frustration out on splitting 
some wood. With the lack of modern axe, we used 
the therapeutic version of hitting dried logs 
against rocks and trees in hope that they would 
break apart and we would get warm in the 
process. When I returned to the fire, a bundle of 
logs in arms, I was surprised to see our biggest 
clay pot had been nestled into the coals. It was 
full to the brim with the hunters’ offering from 

Naomi Walmsley
Naomi has been teaching 
bushcraft and outdoor skills for 
the past 10 years. While she 
always had a passion for 
adventures outside, Naomi was
inspired to create Outback2basics after a 5 month 
primitive living course in 2010 that culminated in a full 
Stone Age wilderness immersion in the US. She is an 
NCFE level 4 qualified bushcraft instructor, with Forest 
School leader qualifications and a constant passion to 
learn more!
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their trip. But not meat - plants! Cedar needles, 
sage, mint, huckleberries were all swimming in 
the pot. And then, the piece de résistance, a Stone 
Age version of squirty cream was added, a 
massive dollop of solid buffalo fat! 

The tea was raised to a soft boil, wafting out a 
sweet steamy scent. When ready, this was 
strained through a piece of thin buckskin.  We 
each took our smaller clay pots and filled them, all 
eager but a bit unsure about this unusual 
combination. We laughed, thinking about the 
well-known tea makers Pukka or Clipper bringing 
out this very tea blend - ‘cedar, herbs and rendered 
buffalo fat’.  Whilst I’m not sure if it would fly off 
the shelves in the supermarket, I can quite 
honestly say, at that very point in my life, it was 
the most delicious, the most nourishing and 
simply the most joyful cup of tea I have ever had. 
It warmed me in the way a hot toddy might on a 
bitterly cold day. It warmed me from the tips of 
my fingers curled tightly around my clay pot to my 
toes. I could feel the tea, hot on my lips, travelling 
through my body, defrosting each muscle, each 
sinew, down into my belly, filling it with well 
needed energy and healing herbs. The cedar 
needles and huckleberries full of vitamin C, the 
sage and mint soothing for our tummies and sore 

throats, and the fat full of much needed calories.
 
Each day thereafter, alongside the hunting party, a 
‘tea-party’ would also head out, looking to create a 
new infusion for the group. It felt like we had 
suddenly invented the herbal tea. It was a 
complete revelation. Up until now we had just 
drunk warmed water to hydrate ourselves and 
warm our fingers, but adding herbs contributed a 
great deal more. We got to know the herbs and 
plants around us, revelled in creating new blends, 
or just enjoyed a simple pot full of pine needles 
and hot water. The more we looked, the more we 
realised the mountains offered a huge variety of 
herbs, each one good for the mind, the body or 
both.

And now, especially on a cold day like today, I 
don’t always find myself reaching for the hot 
chocolate powder, or a cup of ‘builders’ tea.  
Sometimes, I like to go to the bottom of the 
garden to create my perfect herbal hot toddy. 
Numerous common plants can be brewed into 
tasty teas, many of which have medicinal 
properties, but at this time of year the plants to be 
foraged are limited, so I like to use the hardy 
herbs that are still growing in my garden. 
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Rosemary and Nettle (add fresh ginger) 
- Zingy mind and immune blaster 
Rosemary is great at improving memory, blood 
circulation and is beneficial in reducing stress. 
Nettles are high in vitamin C.  Grated fresh ginger 
will give it a kick! 

(There’s a knack to picking nettles without getting 
stung. You need to clasp the nettle firmly. Nettles 
work by brushing up against something and 
releasing their sting through tiny hypodermic 
needles).

Mint and Yarrow – Stomach ease
Mint has a calming effect and can help soothe 
digestive issues. Yarrow is a wonder weed. It can 
aid digestion and soothing stomach cramps and 
fevers. The flowers and leaves can be used, but 
be aware it is rather bitter, so use more mint than 
yarrow.

Thyme and Sage – Winter blues - sore 
throat and cough buster
Thyme and sage both contains properties that 
can help bacterial and fungal infections and 
minor irritations. Thyme can help relieve muscle 
spasms, such as coughing, and has antioxidant 
effects. I like to add a teaspoon of good honey, 
just for extra medicinal strength of course! 
Nothing to do with my sweet tooth.

To extract their herbal compounds, all you have to 
do is combine a handful of fresh herbs with 1-4 
cups of boiled, filtered water. Adjust as needed, 
depending on the strength of the herb and how 
strong you like your tea. You can drink straight 
away or leave it steeping for several hours, even 
overnight. You’ll get a more intense flavour, and 
more of the beneficial compounds, from the 
longer-steeped infusion. Strain through a sieve or 
muslin cloth.

Here are some of my simple favourites, and best of all they are all free. And just so you know, now I’m 
back in the modern world, I generally don’t top my hot chocolates with buffalo fat squirty cream. There’s 
definitely a time and a place for that!

Rosemary

Yarrow

Sage

Nettle

Mint

Thyme
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Lightweight, convenient and perfectly compact for 
outdoor tasks, this liner lock folding knife is the 
smallest of the Sportsman Series. 

www.whitbyandco.co.uk/remington

PREPARE 
FOR NATURE

The leather honing wheel
gives the final sharpness. gives the final sharpness. 

The jigs guarantee a 
precise sharpening angle. 

The initial sharpening is

done on the grindstone.The initial sharpening is

done on the grindstone.The initial sharpening is

done on the grindstone.The initial sharpening is

For more than 45 years, 
we have been fully dedicated 
to sharpening. Our method
is gentle and removes only 
a miminimal amount of steel. 
The Tormek T-4 Bushcraft 
includes jigs for sharpening 
knives and axes, which means 
that you can easily prepare your 
tools for any future adventure. 

Learn more at:
www.tormek.com
www.brimarc.com/tormek

precise sharpening angle. 



My name is Torbjörn Selin.  I’m a full-time working 
father, living about 5km from Borås in central 
Sweden.  With a busy life, and an almost fully 
booked calendar, the biggest challenge is often to 
find the chance to spend time outside. I think 
most of us who have an interest in nature want to 
be outdoors whenever possible, but it’s not 
always that easy, or at least we tell ourselves 
that’s the case. With this in mind, and with my 
own longing to be outside whenever possible, I 
wondered what I could do.

A couple of years back, just before New Year's 
Eve, I therefore decided to set myself a goal, to 
sleep out one night a week for the whole year. In 
order to increase the pressure, I also made this a 
New Year's resolution. 

In order to accomplish this, I understood that I 
would have to be quite varied in my approach.  
Not every night out could be linked with a long 
adventure. There’s simply not always room for 
that in a hectic life already filled with work and 

Torbjörn Selin is the founder and 
owner of All in Nature SWEDEN.
Torbjörn was raised in the 
countryside and has spent much 
of his life outdoors. He was an 
officer in the Swedish army for 14 
years, and has taught survival skills for over 20. Torbjörn 
is stilll an instructor for the Swedish armed forces and 
the Swedish Survival Society.
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the many family commitments.  So a night out 
could as easily be spent in a hammock in the
woods behind the house as on a mountain peak in 
Norway.  That’s fine. You don’t have to travel far to 
experience nature.

I also did not set any restrictions as to who I 
would spend my nights with outside. Most of the 
nights I took my pack and set out alone. Other 
times my children came too.  Some nights out 
took place during one of my courses. 

I also accepted very different conditions and 
resultant comforts. If you want to reward yourself 
with an extra pat on your shoulder, you'll sleep 
‘hardcore survival’.  For me that's a night spent in 
in the clothes you set out in, sleeping in front of 
the fire on just the branches you can find.  The 
next step up the comfort ladder is a night under 
the sky in a sleeping bag on a sleeping mat, then 
under some sort of rain cover/tarp. Next comes a 
night in a hammock, and finally a tent. All variants 
would count as an approved ‘outside’ night.
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So how did it work out?
I've experienced many adventures, big and small, close and far away.  As a result, I’ve learnt that much 
about succeeding in these challenges relies on practice and preparation. Those many outdoor nights 
create routine, proficiency and safety. 

I slept out about 70 nights during my challenge, missing a night out on about three weeks for various 
reasons. I comforted myself by spending four days in the woods during a few weeks to make up.  
Admittedly, during some other weeks when I was just plain done in, I also asked friends if I could borrow 
a mat and sleeping bag to sleep on their balcony. On the next page are some simple descriptions and 
selected photos from a rucksack full of nights spent outdoors.
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It's fun to test new shelter variations. Here the 
tarp sloped down at the foot end. Melting snow 
fell out of trees during the night
lying over the canvas and
weighing it down, but it
worked quite ok anyway.

View from my tent.  The sun’s on its way down and two coast survival course participants are collecting 
something to eat before it’s completely dark.

Boiling some hot water before bedtime. The 
camera is on a tripod with self-timer.

One of my favourite nights took place only 30 
metres from my house. As I said, you don’t have 
to go far. I live in Borås, so it's not every winter it’s 
possible to build a snow mound shelter. This pile 
of snow took just a little while to collect from the 
yard.  

Decorated with a reindeer skin, a light and a 
thermometer, with a backpack outside to close 
the entrance after me, it became a little 
claustrophobic, but a cosy night with a -9°C rated 
sleeping bag.

Some nights were without major adventures. This 
is from a frosty night on a lawn next to a course I 
ran.

Sleeping on the snow under a starry sky is 
something I hope more people can experience. It 
was around -10°C at bedtime so I’m using two 
sleeping bags, one with a comfort rating of –9°C, 
the other at -1°C. I’m using a reindeer hide under 
my sleeping mat, which adds extra cosy 
insulation, and also somewhere warm to sit when  
taking off or putting on outer layers of clothing. 
Reindeer hide has an R-value of 4.9, so it’s really 
warm.

The first night of the new year was spent on the 
ground with a protective tarp. It was really cold, 
so a nice start to the challenge. Note the orange 
band that I hung up to make it easier to for find 
my way back.
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Another variation with the same tarp. A nice setup 
I think. Slight light drizzle on the face during the 
night gave a little extra connection with nature. 
Having at least one item in a clearly visible colour 
is always a good idea, as it can be brought out if 
you need to be found in an emergency.

An absolutely amazing night. My daughter slept in 
the hammock, and I slept on the ground 
underneath, protected by the same tarp.  I could 
tickle her a little before we fell asleep. We both 
slept like logs.

With the snow on the far hills, it was a lovely 
feeling to waking up on a mountain near 
Haukeligränd in Norway with this view.

A picture of myself in western Norway with 
Bergen (the resort) in the background. Again, 
taken with a tripod and self-timer on the camera. I 
was out all alone, and enjoyed the solitude and 
silence.

On another night, my son came out with me. It 
was the night before a fire course that I held. This 
is a cosy picture of him in front of the fire before 
sleeping in the hammock. It's a lovely feeling to 
take your children out into nature, especially now 
that many kids spend so much time in front of a 
screen. I think it's a gift you give them.

One last photo, showing myself and my daughter. We were 
out in the woods on reconnaissance for one of my survival 
courses, and decided to stay for the night.  The water in the 
pools outside the tent was frozen in the morning, leaving her 
feeling very proud of that night.

I really hope that my article will encourage more people to 
get out to experience and enjoy some harmony with nature - 
to feel the wind, the rain, the cold, the heat of a fire or the 
warmth of a sleeping bag with all your senses. You do not 
have to travel far, and adventure awaits you.  Just do it. Life 
is too short to sit indoors.

This is one of the nights spent on an island 
outside Lysekil in connection with a coast survival 
course that I and a friend ran.
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Oh what a
glorious thing to bee!

Fun fact:
Bees produce
an estimated

1.6 million
tonnes of
honey a

year.

Laura Bingham A natural born 
adventurer, Laura left home at 18 
to explore. After travelling 
extensively through four different 
continents, Laura joined two men 
and a cat to sail home across the 
Atlantic in a trimaran, sparking her 
excitement for bigger expeditions. In 2016, she cycled 
across South America to raise money and awareness for 
the Paraguayan children’s charity Operation South 
America. Laura recently returned from leading an 
expedition to locate the source of the Essequibo River in 
Guyana, making the first decent by kayak.   
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 We need food to eat right? Well, a third of our food 

is pollination-dependent. This even includes 
things like cheese, as pollinating insects such as 
bees fertilize the crops that feed the animals. 
Since 1961, and due to the growth in our 
population, our need for bees to pollinate crops 
has increased by 300%. The scary part is that in 
the same period bee numbers have halved. 

We all know about glorious, delicious honey - it’s a 
given that this substance (that, by the way, you 
can use to heal frost bite and treat hay fever) 
comes from bees. But did you also know that 
bees produce other incredible, non-honey, 
by-products?

Take beeswax. Did you know beeswax can be 
used in skin care to treat things like acne? It can 
also be used as lip balm, for itch and pain relief, 
for making candles and for cooking. You can even 
unstick a drawer and make it run smoothly with a 
thin application of the stuff. 

Bees harvest pollen - they are rather good at it - 
which is made of vitamins, minerals and proteins. 
Pollen strengthens the immune system (pretty 
damn useful when trying to survive) and improves 
mental capacity, which could help you outrun (or 
outwit) a predator. 

I have a little secret, and I’m not ashamed to 
admit it. I bloody love bees! I can’t really explain 
why. In theory, they are not a million miles from 
wasps - they fly, buzz and sting. But they are not 
wasps, they are bees, and they occupy a 
disproportionately big space in my heart. Here are 
a few reasons why I think you might want to care 
about these incredibly cute, flying creatures too…

You are into survival right? You might even 
role-play scenarios where society collapses and 
you have to cope on your own with just your wits 
and your guile to assist you? Well did you know 
that without bees (and their pollenating friends) 
our whole eco-system would indeed collapse?
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Sad fact:
97% of flower
meadows in
Britain have

been lost since
the 1930s.

|

to contain the spread, but despite their efforts the 
hornets are slowly moving around the country. 
Invasive species such as these cause serious 
threats to the British bee population, and it’s 
important that they are sought out and destroyed 
in a swift and violent manner. I can get a little 
over-protective of my bees by the way. 

‘OK Laura, I get it,’ I hear you interject with 
concern, ‘but what can I do to help?’

Luckily this is NOT a lost cause, and there are a 
wide range of things we can do (from little things 
to big things):

Starting with the small things, and if there is a 
slow, sad-looking bee in your garden, make up a 
teaspoon of sugar water and place it in front of 
the bee. You’ll be amazed to see what happens 
next. The little bee should stick out its tongue 
(OK, proboscis), drink the syrup and fly off fit and 
healthy. Sugar water is the equivalent of honey 
and provides them with the food source they need 
to keep on going.

Breed them yourself! The British Beekeeper 
Association run beginner courses for around £30, 
which should give you all the information and 
practice you need to start keeping bees. A hive 
and colony should cost you around £400 for the 
whole package, including all the necessary start 
up equipment and the bees themselves. And it’s 
cheaper if you go second-hand. I’m a beginner, but 
I now have three flourishing hives and they fill my 
garden and my heart with joy.

Not a lot of people know too that propolis (or bee 
glue) is used in many medicinal products and is a 
natural antibiotic. It also has an anti-inflammatory 
effect and (again) strengthens the immune 
system. It’s also an amazing sealant. Pretty darn 
useful if you want to… seal something. 

The last by-product, from a honey-centric 
perspective, is royal jelly. This bee food can be 
used as a natural remedy for viral infections and 
has a revitalising effect.

‘OK Laura, you’ve made your point,’ I hear you say, 
‘but why are the number of bees depleting?’ I’m 
glad you asked.

The main reason for our global bee population 
downturn is the increasing amount of pesticides 
used on our crops. As our population increases, 
our food consumption is increasing which means 
the quantity of pesticides we are using is also 
going up. Most pesticides don’t distinguish 
between ‘bad’ insects and ‘good’ insects, they just 
carpet-bomb all living insects. 

Have you also noticed all those housing estates 
going up recently on green field sites? Does it 
make you a teeny bit angry? Well be prepared to 
fuel that anger.  As the number of houses and 
roads increase, the amount of green spaces and 
wildflower meadows decreases, and with the 
diminishing amount of green spaces, it means the 
amount of available habits and food resources for 
our wild and domesticated bee friends is 
decreasing with it. 

Then there are mites called Varroa destructor that 
nest in the larvae. When the number of Varroa 
gets too high it starts to cause mutations to the 
bees. The damaging effect is best mitigated by 
beekeepers, keeping their colonies with low levels 
of these mites, but it’s impossible to fully rid a 
hive completely.

During winter, mice and wasps raid the honeybees 
nest for honey, often destroying the colony. 
Admittedly, this has, to a degree, always been the 
case, as mice and wasps are indigenous to the 
UK. But in 2108 a population of Asian hornets, 
spread further across Britain, destroying many 
bee colonies. Beekeeping associations are trying 
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A small amount money going to a bee charity can 
significantly help to support diminishing bee 
numbers. For example, Bees for Development, 
based in Wales, help around the world, providing 
beekeeping training and materials to populations 
in some of the world’s poorest countries, thus 
aiding our global bee population. There are also 
other charities based in the UK with an interest in 
bees, such as Friends of the Earth.  Or for £36, 
you can adopt a hive with the British Beekeeping 
Association.

OK, so again I’m going to deliberately lump you all 
together as people that have never considered 
planting flowers. The calorie-dense vegetable 
garden may be more practical, and see you 
through Armageddon, but can I also suggest 
planting bee-friendly flowers in your garden. In the 
long run (on a planetary scale) you may actually 
contribute to stopping Armageddon in the first 
place. 

Flowers that have too many petals can prevent a 
bee’s ability to access the pollen. Like a 
Christmas present with a ridiculous amount of 
Sellotape all over it. Just annoying. Purple flowers 
are easier for bees to see, so they tend to go to 
those first. And its good to try to plan your garden 
so there is a constant flower supply.

If we can find a way to sustainably reduce the 
amount of pesticides that are used globally, we

Fun fact:
bees fly the

equivalent of
one and a half time
around the world

for every jar
of honey

produced. 

can start by backing politicians that are trying to 
reduce the amount of pesticides used on our 
crops, buying organic foods from farmers who 
choose to use pesticide free methods, and by not 
using pesticides in our own garden. There are 
many natural remedies to treat your vegetables 
and plants for aphids and such things, like a 
strong garlic spray.

So don’t let this be just another thing you don’t 
take action on. Listen to that internal niggle and 
make the changes in your life that will make all 
the difference for these cute little buzzing things. 
Do your bit - and the world will bee a better place. 

Recipes
with honey

on pages
51 and 63
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From the age of fourteen, and inspired by my 
father who was a military man, I developed a 
great desire to know more about wild camping 
and being in the woods. I used to go camping 
around my hometown, just to spend time learning 
bushcraft in the field.  At eighteen, I gained a 
position as part of the special operations team in 
the Brazilian army, a role my father once had. 

In 1999, I left the Brazilian army and started work 
as an assistant instructor, teaching jungle survival 
courses. Nowadays I’m the owner, director and 
lead instructor at Special Combat Bushcraft and

In Bushcraft
Humberto Costa served in the 
Brazilian army, leaving in 1999.
He is now the director of Special 
Combat Bushcraft and Survival, 
based in Blumenau, Brazil, which 
provides courses in jungle combat, 
bushcraft and survival training.  Humberto is particularly 
keen to introduce youngsters to bushcraft skills and 
early technologies.
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My Life
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Survival in the city of Blumenau, Brazil, which 
provides courses on jungle combat, bushcraft and 
survival training.  I also teach youngsters about 
prehistoric peoples and technologies, seeing this 
as providing them with essential skills. 
Nowadays, I also lead what I call the Bushcraft 
Weekend, dedicated to beginners who want to 
start learning the basics of bushcraft. 

After many years teaching, I met Carlos Eduardo 
Sanhudo, Principal at Escola de Bushcraft e 
Interpretação Ambiental (Bushcraft and 
Environmental Interpretation School). Carlos

taught me what he described as ‘the true’ 
bushcraft. That experience changed my 
understanding about what bushcraft is and how 
to practise it. I also met other bushcraft 
enthusiasts, such as Giuliano Toniolo, Tchano 
Bushcraft, Saymon Alburquerque, Leocir 
Dambrós, who helped me delve even deeper into 
the world of bushcraft. I have been also inspired 
by people such as Ray Mears, Mors Kochanski, 
Dave Canterbury and Ed Stafford, and I cannot be 
thankful enough to the people I have met in the 
countryside and along the shores of the Brazilian 
rivers for sharing their knowledge with me.
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More recently, I started following the work of Will 
Lord, a genius of prehistoric culture.  Lord’s work 
inspired me to study even more on the subject, 
improving skills such as friction fire starting and 
flint knapping. I now share this rich knowledge, 
giving lectures about how prehistoric peoples and 
their creativity brought us to the 21st century.

In July 2018, there was a nationwide bushcraft 
meeting in Brazil called Hupur Bushcraft. There 
were numerous presentations on many outdoor 
activities and topics. I was one of the 
coordinators, and had the chance to run a 
fire-lighting workshop.  

During the event I noticed that a quite a few 
children attended, and that day decided to 
establish a project designed specifically to 
introduce youngsters to as much as I could about 
bushcraft and early technologies.  As part of this 
youth project, I have given lectures in schools and 
public parks to promote an understanding of the 
strength, knowledge and creativity of prehistoric 
peoples.
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A Copy of
This Book

Chris Eyles
Walking, camping, fishing, 
geocaching, investigating plants 
and animals and just wombling in 
the woods are all things you will 
find Chris Eyles doing whilst trying 
to pass his love of the outdoors on to his young son, who 
often proves better at them than his dad. Chris also 
aspires to write a book for children about the folklore of 
trees.
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 By Ed Stafford

Adventures For
A Lifetime 

If like me, you enjoyed listening to Ed Stafford's talk at 
this year's Bushcraft Show and are looking forward to 
hearing him again at next year's event, but feel that’s a 
long way off, here's something to plug that gap – a 
new book from Ed.

His first book Walking The Amazon, is one of my top 
five jungle survival books, and is a pretty straightfor-
ward narrative of his phenomenal achievement in 
walking the length of the Amazon.
This new book is different, in that rather than a 
narrative tale of a true life adventure, it is deliberately 
geared towards being inspirational.

Exploring and adventuring legend Sir Ranulph Fiennes 
introduces the book, ending with ‘the hope that it 
motivates everyone who reads it to consider how he or 
she can live a life that incorporates a spirit of adven-
ture.’  This is something Ed himself echoes, but 
tempers this with the sentiment that you don't have to 
take yourself too seriously just because you're 
embarking on a serious venture.

There is a certain amount of humour as Ed runs 
through accounts based on both his own adventures 
and the escapades of others.  He considers a series of 
challenges from desert island survival to ultra- 
marathons, from cold water swims to a walk in the 
woods (actually a forest hike across French Guiana!), 
each centred around a key trip/target with three or four 
alternatives.

After reading this book I listed all the types of 
adventures mentioned, and it was a bit mind-boggling. 
My favourite was the secretive (and bonkers) Barkley 
Marathon, which is a crazy event that’s a kind of 
Cannonball Run for off-trail runners.

As I said, this is an inspirational book rather than a 
purely instruction one, but it does give good general 
information. Nothing is too specific though - after all 
detailed planning is all part of the adventure. There are 
some more specified tips, like how to wield a machete,

and odd snippets such as using mud as a sunscreen 
and poo to attract fish!

On the rear cover Ed is quoted, saying ‘Life is for 
getting out in the open. Life is for exploring, for feeling 
cold and vulnerable, for finding new possibilities and 
new opportunities.’ I am in agreement with this 
philosophy (apart from the cold and vulnerable bit) and 
as Alastair Humphreys’ books have done, this latest 
volume from Ed has inspired me to plan an adventure 
for next year.  Just the right thing to be doing during 
these long, dark nights.
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There’s something about the smell and feel of real 
leather that resonates at a primal level. After all, 
we Homo sapiens have been wearing the skins of 
other animals since evolution dispensed with our 
own thermal layers. Prior to the development of 
the weaving loom in the Neolithic era, skins, 

would have been pretty much the only source of 
clothing for people throughout the world.

Tanning is an age old process that transforms an 
animal skin magically from a smelly unappealing 
mass of slimy organic matter, into a lustrous soft 
and durable material. This can then be used for 
everything from clothing, knife sheaths, saddles 
and shoes, to upholstering the interior of an Aston 
Martin.

The English word tanning is derived from the old, 
high German word tanna, meaning oak, so it 
should come as no surprise to learn that tanning 
leather using oak bark is a profession with an 
exceptionally long history.

Oak bark 
Tannery
Oak bark 
Tannery

Andrew Thomas-Price As well 
as his role as editor of Bushcraft & 
Survival Skills Magazine, Andrew 
Thomas-Price also runs his own 
bushcraft and survival school 
(Dryad Bushcraft) on the Gower 
Peninsular in South Wales. 
Andrew’s interest in bushcraft began at the tender age of 
8 when he was introduced to foraging and living off the 
land by his Grandfather. Andrew also presents the prime 
time ITV Wales series Coast and Country, and in his spare 
time enjoys all things outdoors.
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The Tannery

Hamlet: “ How long will a man lie i’the 
earth ere he rot?”
First Clown: “He will last some eight years, 
or nine a tanner.”
Hamlet:  “Why he more than another?”
First Clown:  “Why Sir, his hide is so tanned 
with his trade that he will keep out water a 
great while.”

(Extract from Hamlet, by William Shakespeare)
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J & FJ Baker & Co Ltd of Colyton in Devon, stand 
proud as the only surviving oak bark tannery in 
Britain, so who better to show me around, than 
Managing Director, Mr Andrew Parr, who’s family 
have owned the tannery since 1862. Mr Parr is a 
man who knows a thing or two about the tanning 
business, and he wastes no time in starting our 
tour of the tannery with a few fascinating 
historical anecdotes.

There has been a tannery at the same location in 
Colyton since before the Romans arrived, and the 
basic processes and techniques used today, have 
changed little in the intervening years. Tanneries 
are always situated close to a source of water, as 
well as the other raw materials, namely ox and 
cattle hides and oak bark. Everything necessary 
for leather production can be sourced from within 
the county of Devon, so it’s truly a local product.

The entrance to the Tannery Andrew Parr, Managing Director

The finished product

Oak bark tanning is a slow process, but unlike 
more modern mass-produced leathers, the quality 
of the finished product commands both higher 
prices, and the respect of those who value quality 
above all else.  In the packing room I’m shown a 
stack of finished Bridle Butts, (the premium 
quality section of hide), ready for dispatch to 
prestigious gunsmiths Holland and Holland. Once 
there, they’ll be used in the production of luxury 
gun cases.  In another corner of the room, neat 
stacks of lustrous black stained leather are 
destined to become boot uppers, worn by the 
Household Cavalry.

The Tannery
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As we walk around the rabbit warren of sheds and 
buildings, my attention is drawn in a multitude of 
directions by the fascinating sights, sounds, and 
aromas surrounding me.  I observe a scene 
reminiscent of days gone by, with ancient 
machinery and tools, operated by men who take a 
rare pride in their craft. 

The hides arrive at the tannery salted for 
preservation. The first stage in the process is 

de-hairing, and the hides are soaked in liming pits 
with an alkali solution for two weeks, until the hair 
begins to slip (fall out). The skins are then rinsed 
clean of lime before being run through a machine 
which removes the hairs, as well as fat and 
membrane. In the days before mechanisation, this 
would have been done laboriously by hand over a 
fleshing beam, and this is still used to remove any 
remaining hair.

The fleshing beam, which is used to
remove any remaining hair The hides arrive salted for preservation

The hides are first soaked in liming pits to help remove the hair
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The clean hides are then taken to the tanyard, 
which has a series of seventy-two square pits 
known as latches. These are filled with tanning 
liquor made by soaking the oak bark in water until 
the tannins leach out. The oak bark used at the 
tannery is harvested in the spring and dried for 
three years before being ground into small chips 
using a mechanical grinder, powered by the 
tannery’s own water wheel.  

The tanning pits contain liquor in varying strength 
concentrations, and the hides are suspended 
horizontally below wooden stakes to allow the 
solution to come into contact with the skins 
evenly. Over a period of three months the hides 
are soaked in twelve progressively stronger liquor 
solutions.

The tanyard, with hides hung vertically in latches

Dried and chipped oak bark
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The second stage of tanning pits, where the hides are 'layered'

Once they have completed this cycle they are 
moved into a further series of pits where they are 
layered (laid flat) in the solution, with oak bark 
chips sandwiched between them. This gives the 
hides the most intense concentration of tanning, 
and they will stay in these pits for a further nine 
months. This adds up to a total of twelve months 
in the tanning solution.

During this slow tanning process the skins are 
transformed permanently. Tannins bind with the 
collagen proteins in the hide, coating them and 
causing them to become less prone to bacterial 
growth. The process also increases the strength 
and flexibility of the leather. Ancient ropes in the tanyard
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Once removed from the latches, the hides are hand set and flattened to remove wrinkles, before being 
hung to dry in a large warehouse known as the Monastery.  Finishing of a hide is carried out by a 
specialist known as a Currier. With a highly respected role within the profession, the Currier applies a 
dressing of grease and fish oil to the hide, doing this repeatedly over a period of three months, before 
colouring and preparing the leather for its intended purpose.

Hides hung to dry
Machines used to flatten and remove
wrinkles from the hides

Hides ready for the Currier The Currier's potion bench
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Goahti
Photos by Tim and Susannah Gent
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‘Why not drop in on my Uncle Henrik and his 
family,’ suggested Tanja, when she heard which 
way we were heading next.  ‘You’ll be driving 
pretty close, and they’re really lovely.’

It wasn’t until Susannah and I were back on the 
road, heading north again, that we realised just 
how close our route would take us.  It seemed like 
a good idea. Besides, if Uncle Henrik was even 
half as friendly and welcoming as his niece, it 
really did make sense to pay a visit.  We called 
ahead to ask if it might be ok.

‘Sure,’ replied Anna, Henrik’s wife. ‘Any day but 
Thursday… and assuming you don’t mind a little 
mess. We’re busy with a few projects at the 
moment.’ 

‘Why not drop in on my Uncle Henrik and his ‘Why not drop in on my Uncle Henrik and his 
family,’ suggested Tanja, when she heard which 
way we were heading next.  ‘You’ll be driving 
pretty close, and they’re really lovely.’

It wasn’t until Susannah and I were back on the 

‘Why not drop in on my Uncle Henrik and his 

Tim Gent - Happiest living in a 
tent somewhere close to both sea 
and mountains, Tim paddles and
clambers in search of our 
remaining wild and inspiring 
places, documenting these 
experiences so that others might be encouraged to 
follow. A very enjoyable role of course, but one also
undertaken in the belief that a better understanding of 
these fragile landscapes might offer the best chance for 
their survival, and ours. 
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 This was our first hint as to what was to come.  

Not that we knew that at the time. 

When you drop in on complete strangers, you 
never know what to expect.  If anything, 
Susannah and I imagined we might be offered 
coffee, perhaps shown around, before being sent 
on our way with a cheery if slightly baffled wave.

We arrived, as suggested, at about ten in the 
morning.  By 10.05, we’d been clipped into a pair 
of padded hip-belts. Each of these was attached 
to a length of stout rope, and at the other end, 
once we’d mastered the harness that is, stood (or 
bounced) a very energetic Siberian husky.  Half an 
hour later, having been shown what felt like a 
pretty large corner of northern Scandinavia, towed 
forcefully all the way, we were back for that 
coffee.

This came with cake and biscuits and bread and 
more cake.   Lunch followed not much later. 
Before long a very enjoyable day had rushed by 
and we were being offered dinner too.  In that 
time we’d learnt a little about Uncle Henrik and his 
lovely family, including the fact that they were in 
the middle of building a goahti (kåta in Swedish, 
kota to the Finns), a traditional Sámi fixed home.
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As we left that evening, and not expecting the 
proposal to be accepted, we offered to help.  The 
suggestion was absolutely genuine of course, we 
just never imagined we’d be lucky enough to take 
part.  But as we drove on to the most 
north-easterly tip of Norway, where we would 
soon spend a fascinating few days camping with 
the reindeer on the beach, Susannah was already 
exchanging text messages. To cut that string of 
correspondence short – ‘yes, we had meant it’ 
(us), and ‘yes, any help would be appreciated’ 
(them).  A week later we were back.

When we first set eyes on it, the goahti already 
looked pretty impressive. Stood in mixed pine and 
birch woodland, two elements of the structure 
were already in place.  With help from a brother 
and his friends, ten pine poles, each about 4.5m 
(15 feet) long, had been lifted and propped 
together to form a tipi-like frame. At ground level, 

this was roughly 5m (16 feet) in diameter.  Sawn, 
horizontal crosspieces had been added to provide 
additional rigidity, and then the whole thing had 
been clad with thick pine planks.  All the timber 
had been sourced by Henrik from the forest 
nearby.

Our return to help had been timed to coincide with 
the arrival of the next component in the build - 
enough birch bark to cover the entire outer 
surface. This would provide the all-important 
waterproof layer.

The use of birch bark to waterproof buildings is 
probably ancient, and papery leaves of bark can 
be seen poking out from beneath the outer cover 
on older structures across northern Scandinavia.  
Sometimes this outer layer is wood, sometimes 
turf. Tougher than you might imagine, birch bark 
is completely watertight (American first nation

That looks about right
Magic, hard at work
de-barking the outer planks

The frame and inner
plank layer

Stacking wood
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peoples used it to cover the outside of their 
canoes). The natural oils also inhibit rotting.  
Henrik’s only problem was that due to ever 
expanding logging interests, birch trees of 
sufficient size and quality to provide the raw 
material just can’t be found locally any more.  
This bark had to be bought in from Finland, and 
was probably sourced originally in Russia.

As Henrik and I set to fixing the first bark course, 
Susannah and Anna cut branches from birch 
trees around the goahti. Many of these young 
trees had been damaged by the very heavy snow 
the winter before, while others needed to be 
cleared to provide sled access. Nothing was 
wasted though. The main trunk and branches 
were cut and stacked for firewood. The thinner 
birch boughs, and their all important leaves, were 
bundled up to be stored as winter fodder for the 
draught reindeer.  Henrik demonstrated the 

method of tying tie each bundle with one of the 
thin branches themselves.

Meanwhile Magic, Henrik’s stepdaughter, worked 
to prepare the final and outer goahti layer, 
stripping bark from long planks, soon named 
‘barky’ planks, taken from the outer edges of 
some of the larger pine trees.

Before starting work that morning, Henrik had lit a 
fire inside the goahti, and when the time seemed 
right for a break, we all moved inside to brew 
coffee.  Sat around the fire, Susannah and I soon 
learnt a little more about the structure, and its 
builders.

Happy
goahti
building
helpers

Is that crazy?

Goahti, builders and huskies
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Step back a few years, quite a few years, and 
Henrik had been working in the Northwest 
Territories, up beyond the Arctic Circle in Canada.  
With generations of experience to draw on, he’d 
been invited over the Atlantic to help the local 
Inuit herd reindeer.  There’s even a film about it all 
(www.vimeo.com/tundracowboy).  While there, a 
Siberian husky called Juneau found him out on 
the tundra.  Juneau belonged to Anna.

After 17 years in Canada, and a marriage 
ceremony complete with gákti and beaded 
mukluks, when Henrik suggested moving back to 
his home in Sápmi, Anna had only one condition. 
Juneau, and his partner Jaeger, would come too. 
By the time Susannah and I arrived at their door, 
these two huskies had turned into twenty.

The goahti (this is the North Sámi name) Henrik’s 
father had built in the Sápmi forests still stands 
not far off, but only just. His grandfather’s home 
is even more decrepit, now little more than a 
tumble of rotten timber with a ring of stones for 
the fire.  Back home again, Henrik Sevä, reindeer 
herder of the Muonio Sameby, wanted to build his 
own.  This project had been going well, until an elk 
jumped out in front of his van. The elk was killed, 
and the van destroyed. Henrik was lucky to 
survive, and still bears the scars.  Any building 
was definitely on hold.

But now the project was on the go again. Even 
during that initial and rapid husky walk, Henrik 
had been on the lookout for the perfect waterworn 
stones to ring his own fire pit.

At the end of that first and very fascinating day, 
and still buzzing slightly from the unaccustomed 
coffee, Susannah and I slid our canoe into the 
water of the River Muonio, filling it with familiar 
camping kit.

We then paddled off to create a home of our own, 
living on an island midstream for over a week, 
commuting each morning to take part in the next 
stage of construction.

Once the bark was on, each sheet overlapping the 
other, the next step was to add that outer cover.  
But first, a pipe needed to be buried. This would 
carry clean fresh air from outside the goahti, right 
in to feed the fire itself.  Faced with a familiar 
task, I picked up the spade and dug the trench.   
The pipe was then laid and buried, with a vertical 
section attached outside rising to an inlet that it 
was hoped stood well above winter snow levels.

Off to work

Walking huskies 

Our home for a week
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By now, with the inner planks sealed, the true feel 
of the goahti was created.  Building this 
fascinating structure was fun. Spending time 
inside felt like a huge privilege; brewing coffee, 
cooking meals, or just lying about on reindeer 
skins chatting.  

On the first day, Anna cooked bannock. On the 
next, Susannah proved flour, yeast and milk, and 
baked gáhkku.  On another evening, while Henrik 
grilled five whitefish over the flames, each 
speared on its own birch stick, Susannah wrapped 
potatoes in foil to be baked amongst the embers.  
After visitors brought a goahti warming gift one 
afternoon, and added to what she’d already found, 
Magic fried a mix of five local boletus – a dish 
soon named Magic’s mushrooms.

The building work continued, and each morning 
fresh barky planks needed to be hauled in. Now

while Anna, Magic and Henrik might own
sled-pulling reindeer, and they have a good 
collection of sleds, there were a couple of 
problems.  The first, it being August, was a 
distinct lack of snow.  As it was summer, the 
reindeer were also off doing what reindeer do in 
the warmer months.  Then again, this did leave 
twenty very enthusiastic and eager huskies. 
Surely they could be put to work. Huskies like 
work.

In the end, the system worked perfectly. Nobody 
would want to run a good dogsled over bare 
ground, but an old reindeer sled?  Besides, the 
ground wasn’t really bare, and a thick and slippery 
mat of low berry bushes stretched along the 
entire route from track to bark stripping zone. Of 
course the dogs loved it, and soon made light 
work of shifting piles of planks from one spot to 
another.

Fish dinner

Cooking
gáhkku
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It was then just a matter of slotting them into 
place.  Easy huh?

In the end, almost every single plank had to be 
trimmed and shaped to fit, and all this with a 
chainsaw. Back and forth we’d go, offering up 
each piece, marking the best line with a pencil, 
lifting it down, sawing it a little, then trying it once 
more.  No fastenings were used, and each plank 
had to fit snug against the others.

“Does it look crazy?’ Henrik might ask as we 
surveyed the latest offering.  I soon learnt that 
crazy was fine. 

“Well, it doesn’t look stupid,’ I’d suggest (stupid 
wasn’t ok), and the plank would usually stay.

On we shuffled, anti-clockwise around the bark 
covered cone, the almost ceaseless rasp of 
Magic’s astonishing de-barking efforts almost the 
only sound in the dense woodland.  The rasping 
only stopped when Magic went off in search of 
more mushrooms.

Meanwhile, Anna and Susannah would be 
stacking firewood, collecting berries, cutting and 
bundling birch boughs, or searching, yet again, for 
the pencil.  There was plenty more cooking too.

One afternoon, after a particularly fine lunch, the 
four of us stretched out by the fire, warm on our 
reindeer skins. The conversation slowly faltered, 
then died away completely, and the next thing we 
knew it was about an hour or two later.   That 
goahti is remarkably cosy.

After our little après meal nap, Henrik talked about 
his recollections of earlier goahti: the way two 
logs bounded the area just inside the entrance, on 
which visitors were expected to wait until invited 
in; how the firewood always went to the right of 
the door, stacked tight against the side; the 
recognition amongst all that the area opposite the 
entrance, on the other side of the fire, was the 
sole preserve of the cook, the mother or 
grandmother.

As the work progressed, there was only one fly in 
the ointment (or perhaps that should be a 
mosquito). The days were flying by, and Susannah 
and I knew it would soon be time to set out on our 
journey south again, to complete the second leg 
in our summer migration.

We were looking forward to seeing family again, 
but this place was going to be hard to leave, a fact 
made not one bit easier by these astonishingly 
warm-hearted and generous people.  It might 
appear that we’re back now, settled once again for 
a while in warmer climes, but more than part of us 
still lingers up there, amidst that stunning pine 
and birch woodland, somewhere not too far from 
that pine and birch bark goahti.

The bark layer
grows higher

Nearly there
with the bark

Hauling in the outer planks.
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A Copy of
This Book

Chris Eyles
Walking, camping, fishing, 
geocaching, investigating plants 
and animals and just wombling in 
the woods are all things you will 
find Chris Eyles doing whilst trying 
to pass his love of the outdoors on to his young son, who 
often proves better at them than his dad. Chris also 
aspires to write a book for children about the folklore of 
trees.
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By Ben Law

Woodland
Workshop

Even though it was broadcast as long ago as 2003, 
many people still remember the episode of TV show 
Grand Designs, in which Ben Law built an entirely 
sustainable house from materials harvested from his 
West Sussex woodland. In fact, viewers voted it the 
most popular episode ever. Since that time, Ben has 
written a number of books on themes around being 
creative with wood and woodlands.

This latest one is published by the Guild of Master 
Craftsmen.  As you might expect, they produce a range 
of books covering all kinds of craft subjects from 
woodworking to upholstery, knitting to jewellery 
making, aimed at both the professional and the 
amateur.  And here I should sound a note of caution.  If 
you do take a look at the GMC catalogue, you may 
need to exercise a good deal of restraint, because if 
you are in any way involved in making things, they have 
some very enticing titles.

I very much enjoyed the feel, design and content of this 
book. The text is well written and informative, and 
complimented by excellent photos and lovely linear 
drawings - even if these did, at times, give me 
workshop envy.

Starting with temporary and permanent workshops, the 
book sets out clear step-by-step instructions for 
making 16 woodland and workshop devices from 
scratch. Many of these, like knee-vices, feel like ancient 
skills, but whilst there is a lot of tradition here, Ben is 
not averse to using a cordless drill.

If I’m honest, a lot of the projects are not things I am 
ever likely to build. There are plans for four types of 
shaving horse for instance, and I don’t know if I’ll ever 
need to make one. But for me there is enjoyment to be 
had in understanding the methods and techniques of 
crafting things. And I find that with a flexible mind and 
approach, sometimes looking at the plans and

techniques for one thing can help with another project.  
So, although this is perhaps a book aimed at those 
undertaking bigger projects, I did learn a few things, 
like a neat trick to level the legs of a table, bench stool 
etc.

This attractive, informative practical manual, will be of 
interest to anyone who enjoys natural crafts and 
working with wood, particularly the green woodworker. 
And if I didn't have a copy already, it would be on my 
Christmas list!
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Ben and Lois Orford live and 
work from their home in 
Herefordshire. With their 
backgrounds in green woodwork 
and traditional woodland crafts 
they make a range of handmade
woodcraft tools, bushcraft knives and leatherwork for the 
discerning outdoors enthusiast. Their combined 
experience and passion for their craft makes them keen 
to pass on their knowledge and skills.
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public places, but as long as you have something 
without any kind of lock, and the blade is under 3 
inches in length, then you’re pretty safe. So the 
classic Swiss army knife with its small blade and 
slip joint construction is still a very relevant EDC 
(Every Day Carry).

Having said that, carrying a knife with you that is 
blunt, or has lost its edge while using it out in the 
field, is not all that useful. So we thought it would 
be a great idea to show you a few simple methods 
to help you keep your edge in tip top condition, 
even when you’re out on the trail and don’t have 
access to all your normal equipment back home.

Carrying a penknife or pocketknife is something 
that has been part of our daily routine for as long 
as we can remember. A small compact penknife is 
so useful, from helping to open parcels to cutting
up our lunch. UK laws restrict certain blade 

Pocketknife
edge maintenance

A good collection
of pocketknives
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The great advantage of the typical pocketknife is 
that it will often have a flat or hollow primary 
grind and then a small secondary bevel. Even 
though this is not the typical Scandi grind that’s 
so useful for bushcraft tasks, the thin narrow 
edge is easy to re-sharpen as so little material 
needs to be removed.

Having said that, the one disadvantage of the 
small narrow bevel is that it is quite tricky to 
maintain the correct angle when honing. It can be 
difficult when learning, as you have to use more 
muscle memory to maintain the constant angle 
as you sharpen the length of the blade. To assist 
with this there are lots of gadgets and 
accessories you can buy to help maintain a set 
angle, but we want to show you a few simple 
ways to help you get started.

Ideally, the angle for a general purpose edge is 
around 22 to 26 degrees. The finer the edge, the 
better it will cut, but the steeper the edge, the 
stronger it will be. The steep edge will often stay 
sharp longer, but not cut quite so aggressively as 
a finer edge.

We like a 24-degree angle on our blades, as it 
offers the best of both worlds, cutting well 
without being too friable. To help get this angle 
you can make a simple little guide from a scrap of 
wood or plastic and keep it with your stone, in 
your pocket, or even as a bead on the lanyard of 
your penknife.

To make this guide, use a protractor to mark a 
12-degree angle on to a flat block of wood. Twelve 
degrees will give you an overall angle of 24, as it’s 
12 degrees on each side of the blade. If you prefer 
to use a different angle, then adjust as needed. 
Cut this out with a saw, and sand to make sure it 
is a smooth consistent angle. You can then use 
this when you start to use the stones.

Using the angle
guide to position
the blade on an
Ice Bear stone

The angle guide cut outThe guide marked out
on a piece of scrap wood

Use a protractor to
mark the angle
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Bench stone
Firstly, we will show you how to sharpen your 
blade using a large bench type stone. Here, we are 
using our faithful Ice Bear combination stone, 
which has two grits; 1,000 grit one side and 6,000 
on the other. This makes a great stone to use, and 
is perfect for both removing material and getting 
a good polished edge. The big advantage of a 
larger stone is that it is very stable, allowing a lot 
of material to be removed from your knife as you 
can make contact with the whole edge in just one 
pass. It can cope with larger pocketknives, and all 
your other tools, when out on the trail. The 
disadvantage with this is that it’s pretty big and 
heavy to carry with you in your pack. Fine though 
if you leave it back at base camp or the workshop.  
You could be brutal of course, and set about an 
old stone with a hacksaw to make a smaller 
compact field stone, but these are more prone to 
chip and crack if not looked after.

Before you start with your stone, make sure you 
soak it for a few minutes in some clean water 
from a stream or lake. When it is nicely saturated, 
you can lay it on a flat surface. The towel we wrap 
our stone in for protection when carrying it makes 
a good support underneath and helps level out 
any unevenness.

Now starting on the coarse 1,000 grit side, lay the 
blade onto the stone at one end. We normally 
start with the left hand side of the knife, so the 
edge will be going away from you when you 
sharpen (if you’re right handed).

Now using the little angle block we made, lay this 
on the stone and then lift the back of the knife 
blade until it touches the block. It should make 
contact with the stone only on the secondary 
bevel, on the edge itself. Look from the side of the 
stone to check, the angle. If it’s good, you’re ready 
to go.

Now carefully lock your hands to your body to 
maintain that angle and start to push away from 
you. You should see a little slurry and water, like a 
little wave, lift in front of the edge. This is a good 
sign that you’re flat on the edge. Continue along 
the edge, and as you get about half way along the 
stone you can start to lift the hand holding the 
knife to allow the blade shape and bevel to sweep 
the edge of the blade making contact with the 
stone. This is the tricky bit, as you have to 
maintain the same angle as you lift the handle to 
keep the bevel contact. Keep lifting your handle to 
make the blade touch the stone all the way 
around the belly of the blade, right through to the 
tip of the knife. 

All being well, you should get to the tip of the 
knife before you get to the end of the stone. If not, 
then repeat and make sure you do.  At any time 
you want to check the angle, just use your little 
block to make sure you are all good.

Before using the Ice Bear stone,
soak it for a few minutes 
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Now keep going on this side of the knife until you 
have created a slight burr on the other side of the 
edge. You should be either able to feel this when 
you use your finger to carefully wipe off the edge, 
or see it as you hold it to the light. If you can only 
see the burr in a certain place, then repeat and 
apply more pressure to the area without the burr.  
Once a small burr is produced, you can flip the 
knife over and repeat the process on the other 
side of the blade. Now it’s still best to hold the 
knife in your dominant hand, but this time you are 
going to pull the knife towards you on the stone. 
More care must be taken, as being a slip joint 
knife you have to be very careful it doesn’t fold on 
your fingers.

Again, use the angle block to make sure you 
maintain the correct edge angle, and repeat as 
before, making sure you lift when you get to the 
belly and tip of the knife.  Continue to sharpen 
until you see the burr appear again all the way 
along on the top side of the blade. If you manage 
this, then you have the edge ground or honed all 
the way along to a zero edge, which is what you 
want. All you have to do now is to remove that 
burr and polish the edge.  

If it’s a crude working edge, then just wiping the 
blade through the end grain of some clean wood 
will often remove the burr and leave a toothy 
working edge. Personally, we prefer to polish the 
burr off leaving a smoother longer lasting edge. 

To do this you can flip the stone and repeat the 
process on the fine side. This will also refine the 
scratches on the blade. Ideally, when you have 
done this, there will be very little burr left, but if 
you want you can always strop the edge on a bit 
of leather, on your belt, or on a leather strop if you 
have one with you.  This will put a great edge on 
the blade, and remove any burr that you can see 
or feel.

Now this is all very good, but as we said this is a 
big set up which weighs a lot if you are out. We 
thought it would be a good idea then, to take what 
we have learnt and cross over to some other 
options.

Bench stone, DMT clamp
on Aligner, sandpaper
system and 'found' stone

Plenty of natural stones to
choose from

Hands locked to maintain the blade angle
(note the slurry - a good sign that the edge
is held flat to the stone)
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Clamp on system
With secondary bevel blades, using a sharpening 
system that maintains the angle for you is often a 
great thing, so lets look at one of our preferred 
compact versions, the Aligner, made by the 
company DMT.

This is a fairly light and compact system, but it 
does have a plastic clamp and guide system, 
which has a little flex, so care must be taken not 
to over tighten and break it. The system does 
work well enough though, and has a choice of 
stones and grits. Coarse grits allow you to remove 
lots of steel, which help eradicate nicks, and finer 
grades to leave a very fine edge on your knife. The 
main thing that we like about this DMT system is 
the stones themselves. Their Diamond stones last 
a long time and cut aggressively.

The big advantage of this type of sharpening 
guides is you don’t need a flat surface to work off,
and you can literally sharpen your knife in your

hand.  With this system there are also several 
angles to choose from, but not many at the lower 
angles that you need, so a little frustrating. 
Having said that, being able to clamp this directly 
to your blade and maintain a set angle on both
sides of the knife, even when you change grits, is 
a great thing, especially when you’re learning.

To use this setup, clamp the guide system to the 
middle of the blade and line up the front of the 
jaws so they are parallel with the main section of 
the cutting edge of your knife. Then choose the 
angle that is closest to your existing edge angle. 
This is sometimes a compromise the first time 
you use it. Making sure you use the length of the 
stone, employing a back and forth motion to 
sweep it over the entire length of the blade. Be 
careful near the tip, as it often wants to dig into 
the stone.

You can start with a coarse grit to remove excess 
material and create that burr on the opposite side.
Keeping the blade clamped, then swap the stone
to the other side of the holder and repeat, creating 

The DMT Aligner
clamp system

The blade, clamped
in the jaws

The DMT Aligner in use
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that burr again all the way along the opposite 
edge. Now change the stone for a finer grit and 
repeat.  You may only need a few passes to polish 
the edge.

When you’re happy that you have removed the 
burr as much as possible using the finer grits, you 
can then remove the clamp and strop it to give a 
great edge with no burr.

Sandpaper system
If you want a really simple lightweight set up, and 
one that you can use for a wide range of tools, 
then a simple setup of wet and dry sandpaper 
wrapped around a stick works really well.

These simple sharpening systems we make
consist of a flat piece of ash, which has two flat 
faces and radiused edges for doing the inside on
curved or crook knives.  The flat edges also make
it very easy to sharpen a straight knife and also a 
pocket knife. 

These are great as they are very compact and 
light, with nothing much to break. They sit easily 
inside your rucksack, and with 3 grades of 
sandpaper you have everything from heavy stock 
removal to a very fine finish.

You can use the same technique as the bench 
stone, and even use the same angle block to 
check the angle you are sharpening at.  It helps if 
you can lock one end of the board against a rock 
or a log and hold the other end in your non 
dominant hand while your other hand holds and 
controls the knife.  This system can be used 
either wet or dry.  Use the same method one side, 
then the other, until the burr is seen. Then change 
grits and refine the edge.

If you prefer, you can even hold the knife still and 
move the paper, but this does make it slightly 
harder to see what you’re doing.

The sandpaper system,
propped against a rock
for stability

Using the angle guide
with the sandpaper
system

Using a leather strop to remove any remaining burr and put a
perfect finish to the edge (with the help of some Tormek
honing paste) 
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Use what you can 
find
This method is as simple as you can get, but not 
to be underestimated. Using natural stones and 
grits out in the field is ok, and when your tool has 
lost its edge, and you’ve gone without your kit, 
then needs must. Often a natural stone from a 
stream or lake will be naturally pretty smooth and 
flat, and will work to maintain your edge. The 
coarser the stone the rougher the edge, so if you 
can find something pretty fine for touch up then it 
will be good.

Ideally, find something as flat as possible on one 
edge. Holding it carefully in your hand, place your 
blade on the stone and try to maintain the angle 
as best as possible. Be careful not to cut your 
fingers if it’s a small stone.

Take your time, and look for the burr. Then flip it to
the other side and repeat. You can always remove

the burr on some wood or with a quick strop on
your belt. You’ll be surprised.  With practice, you 
can get a good edge.  Ed Fowler, a famous knife
maker, carries a small round stone in his pocket 
as a fidget tool and for a quick edge on his knife.

Improvise
This is the key to bushcraft. Use what you can, 
whether it be a stone from another system (like 
one of the stones from the clamp on system), a 
rock, sand rubbed into a board or stick, the striker 
on a match box, or even the top edge of a car 
window.  As long as you can polish or create a 
burr you will be able to maintain your edge.  For a 
long time when working in the woods, we would 
put a quick edge on our edged tools with the old 
chainsaw file. It was a coarse edge, but quick to 
do out in the field.

We hope this gives you a few ideas, and helps you 
get a great edge on your penknife. Remember, 
‘you are only as sharp as your knife.’

Using a lake edge
stone to improve an

edge in the field
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Oats are pretty special, and few ingredients offer 
better cold-weather energy release 
characteristics.  It’s the reason flapjacks are so 
popular with hillwalkers - that and the fact they 
taste so good.  

This recipe starts with oats, and adds seeds, fruit, 
nut butter, ginger and honey (see Laura 
Binghams’s article on page 30) to produce a tasty 
and energy-boosting winter bushcraft snack.  And 
as they don’t need to be baked, these bars are 
easy to produce outdoors – assuming you have 
some good cold weather (if not, you can make 
them at home and use the freezer).

Kit 
• A cooking fire
• A pan
• A mug and tablespoon for measuring (you can 
also use the spoon for stirring and mixing).  Our 
mug holds about 300ml (11oz)
• A couple of bowls to store toasted ingredients
• A tin or baking tray about 2-inches (5cm) deep 
and roughly 10-inches (25cm) square (or 
rectangular to the same area).  A clip-lock plastic 
box works well
• Snow, ice or a freezer
• A knife

Ingredients
• 1½ mugs of oats
• 1¼ mugs of seeds. We prefer a mix of sunflower, 
pumpkin and sesame, but choose what you like to
develop your own sub-zero recipe (shredded 
coconut goes well too – or you could add
chopped nuts or chocolate)
• 2 heaped tablespoons of nut or seed butter 
(peanut, almond, tahini – or a mix).
• 2 heaped tablespoons of set honey (or 3 if 
runny)
• 3 heaped tablespoons coconut oil (or a spoon 
more if you live somewhere warm and it’s in a 

Sub-Zero Bar
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liquid state)
• 1 mug chopped dried fruit – dates, figs or 
apricots
• A generous pinch of finely chopped ginger (or 
powder if you prefer – cinnamon and vanilla work 
well too)
• Good pinch of salt
(It’s hard to go wrong with these bars, so don’t be 
afraid to experiment) 

Cooking instructions
• Dry toast the oats and seeds in separate 
batches in the pan (and store in a bowl)
• Melt the oil, nut/seed butter and honey in the 
pan, then add the ginger and any other 
flavourings
• Take off the heat, add everything else and mix it 
all together
• Spoon into your tin or box and press down flat 
and tight
• Put your container in the snow, on the ice, or in 
the freezer for a few hours
• Once frozen, cut into bars

These Sub-Zero Bars can be eaten (carefully) 
while still frozen, although you can always defrost 
them first if you prefer.
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Lofty Wiseman served with 22 
SAS for over 26 years, rising to the 
rank of Sergeant-Major. He ran the 
SAS selection course and the 
Survival School, ensuring that the 
standards for the SAS remained 
high. After he retired, he wrote The SAS Survival 
Handbook, first published in 1986. Selling over 2 million 
copies, it has been translated into 19 different languages 
and adapted for the Collins Pocket Guide and iPhone App 
selling hundreds of thousands each year. 
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Nature has a way of picking on the vulnerable and 
exploiting any weaknesses. To confidently handle 
any situation that may arise it is essential that we 
recognise our strengths and weaknesses and 
practise what we are bad at. Knowing our 
limitations will prevent us doing certain things, 
but we are not always given the choice.  In an 
emergency like a survival situation, we are thrown 
in at the deep end, having to face many dangers 
and experience new stresses. Try to imagine the 
worst possible scenario you could find yourself in, 
and ask yourself ‘can I deal with this?’, and what 
extra knowledge or skill will I need to do so. This 
is a good exercise to help keep your skill levels up 
and eliminate any flaws in your make up. You 
don’t want any nagging doubts that will 
undermine your confidence.

This is made easier if we know what to expect 
and how to live with nature and not fight it. It’s a 
great comfort to know that man has survived in 
all areas of the world, from the Arctic, to desert, 

Practise
What You’re Bad At

jungle, sea and shore and temperate zones. It is 
never easy, and there are many stresses to face 
up to, a major one being fear. 

When we are born we only have two fears, one of 
falling and the other of loud noises. All the other 
fears we may have are caused by bad experiences 
or listening to the wrong people. Some fears are 
caused by ignorance, by not understanding the 
problem. These can be overcome with training 
once explained, and through knowledge of the 
subject gained. A lot of people are scared of 
snakes because they get bad press, but once they 
realise they are not slimy or aggressive, they can 
be tempted to hold one.

I am a prize example of this. We were taught that 
every snake was deadly and to leave them well 
alone. Imagine my surprise when my daughter 
bought a Burmese python. She was allergic to fur 
and feathers, so when she wanted a pet it had to 
be a reptile. I had to practise what I preach, and 
gradually got to actually like the snake. It grew to 
nine-foot long and had the freedom of the front 
room. I would often wake up from an afternoon 
nap to find the snake snuggled up on my chest. 
This took a lot of getting used to. I had a minor 
setback when awakening to find the snake 
crouched up on me staring me in the face with 
unblinking eyes. I was rubbing the sleep from my 
eyes when its tail touched a hot radiator.  Monty 
hissed and thrashed, and I never stopped running 
till I reached the toilet. Fear is definitely the best 
laxative known to man.
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Fear is a response to a dangerous situation. It 
makes us stop and think, questioning whether it is 
really necessary to do a certain thing, and to look 
at the alternatives. Ask yourself, have I the 
necessary skills and what are the consequences 
if I fail? Life is all a risk, and always risk the least. 
To do this we must recognise the dangers.  A lot 
of people take chances, like taking short cuts, not 
carrying the correct equipment, or forgetting their 
survival tin, and often as not get away with it, but 
this is an accident waiting to happen. It’s only a 
matter of time before you pay the consequences. 
Don’t risk it - when you gamble there is only one 
winner.  

Fear of heights, the dark, water, even 
mother-in-laws, are all common, and can be all 
overcome with training. Mother-in-laws may take 
longer, but victory comes in time. Be patient; 
frustration, disappointments, and set backs are 
normal.  Remain calm.

Fear is a survival instinct that keeps us safe. 
Every creature on earth has this ability. It is the 
fight or flight syndrome. When threatened, we 
secrete adrenalin into the blood which heightens 
all of our senses. We can run faster, lift heavier 
weights, and see, hear and smell more efficiently. 
It’s like a supercharger on an engine, and we can 
use these additional powers as long as we retain 
coordination. Remember the three C’s, Calmness, 
Coordination and Composure.

When thrust into a surprise situation, control the 
breathing. Breathe in deeply through the nose for 
a count of five, hold the breath for a count of five, 
before forcing the air out of the mouth for a count 
of five, completely emptying the lungs by pressing 
down on the diaphragm. Carry on doing this till 
composure is regained.
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Face up to your fears, and don’t ignore them as 
they won’t go away. This takes courage. Many 
outdoor pursuits like climbing, caving, 
parachuting, and diving are all laced with 
danger. But good training breeds confidence 
and self-belief, allowing the participants to 
engage safely in their activities, controlling 
their fears, and keeping danger to a minimum.    
The moment you do something dangerous and 
don’t get the buzz of nervous anticipation, then 
that’s the time to give up that particular 
activity. When I started sport parachuting, I 
would spend hours packing my chute. Pleating 
each gore with loving care, smoothing out all 
the wrinkles with a tender touch. I would have 
ironed the canopy if one was available.

Towards the end, after many jumps, I just used 
to clear the rigging lines and pull the sleeve 
over the canopy, so as to get in as many jumps 
as possible. Every time I pulled I wondered if 
my canopy would deploy, and if it did, in what 
condition.  I was soon brought back to earth, 
literally, when a malfunction happened on a 
display in the Far East. I narrowly missed 
serious injury, as I landed in a rubber plantation 
and bounced back up. Lessons learnt - don’t 
get overconfident, don’t take short cuts, and 
stick to basics.

So fear of your own weaknesses can be 
overcome by practising what you are bad at. 
Put the effort in, get other people’s opinions, 
and get to know yourself.                                       

Fear of failure helps us to perform at the best 
of our ability. Never be satisfied with your 
standards. Seek to improve all of the time.

Fear of the unknown can allow the imagination 
to run riot, causing unnecessary stress. If we 
know what to expect, and train for it, we can 
eliminate this. A positive mental outlook 
breeds the confidence that helps to overcome 
and deal with any fears we may face. Panic is 
the downside of fear, which we must prevent. 
Panic can drain the will and ability to survive, 
and is contagious. Good leadership and firm 
guidance can prevent hasty actions which 
could prove disastrous. Be your own person, 
believe in yourself, and strive to improve any 
areas in which you feel weak.

With Valentine’s Day coming soon, I will be 
panicking in case my missus gets more 
Valentine cards than me.
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Q1  What percentage of wildflower meadows have been lost in 
Britain since the 1930s

Q2  What is Noonmark?

Q3  Which common herb is said to improve memory?

Q4  Which magazine contributor lives in Borås?

Q5  What does TNVR stand for?

Q6  What are Lofty’s three Cs?

Q7 Who appeared on Grand Designs in 2003?

Q8  Who recently received a gift of all the BSSM back issues?

Q9  What is a gob? 

Q10  What material does a currier work with?

Q11 In which language would you find the word goahti?

Q12 In degrees, what is Ben and Lois Orford’s favourite angle to 
sharpen a pocketknife bade?

Q13  What did Ed Stafford use to store water in the Danaki Desert?

Q14 Which tree bark did Henrik and Tim use to waterproof a 
woodland dwelling? 

Q15  What would you be holding to attempt a High Brace?

Q16  Who or what lives at Wain House?

Q17  What is attacked by Verroa destructor? 

Q18  Which US state saw the first Barnes bookstore? 

Q19  In which mountain ranges has Andrew Thomas-Price recently 
spent ‘quite a lot of time’?

Q20  Who was the first BSSM ‘Bushcraft Bairn’?

Q21  Who took over from George?

Q22  What will you find at Beehive Farm at the end of May?

Q23  Which contributor was inspired by Ray Mears, Mors Kochanksi, 
Dave Canterbury and Ed Stafford?

Q24  Where did Henrik Sevä live for 17 years?

Q25  Whose philosophy is ‘make do and mend?

Q26  In which forest is Paul Kirtley snow walking? 

Q27  What does EDC stand for?

Q28  What are Juneau and Jaeger?

Q29  Which contributor has an interest in geocaching?

Q30  Where was the cover photo taken? Q1  97
Q2  A canoe
Q3  Rosemary
Q4 Torbjörn Selin
Q5 Trap, Neuter, Vaccinate and Release
Q6  Calmness, Coordination and Composure
Q7  Ben Law
Q8 Callum Watson
Q9 An open timber cut
Q10  Leather
Q11 North Sámi 
Q12 24
Q13 Goat Skin
Q14 Silver birch
Q15 Canoe or Kayak paddle
Q16 Bushcraft World Ltd
Q17  Bee larvae
Q18  Illinois
Q19  Snowdonia and Brecon Beacons
Q 20  George Thompson
Q21 Ben Abbott
Q22 The Bushcraft Show
Q23  Humberto Costa
Q24  Canada
Q25 Ian Nairn
Q26 The Boreal
Q27  Every Day Carry
Q28  Huskies
Q29 Chris Eyles
Q30  Jokkmokk

Once you’ve read from cover to cover, why not have a go at the Bushcraft and Survival Skills
Magazine issue 78 quiz.  All answers can be found in the magazine (and we’ve listed them at the
bottom so you can see how you’ve done).
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Having tackled the proverbial can of worms that 
is survival psychology in my first article (previous 
edition), I thought I would lay some groundwork 
for the future, by covering the very foundations of

bushcraft. Over the next four editions I’m going to 
run through the four pillars of survival: water, 
food, fire and shelter. I always say them in that 
order - I have no idea why - I just think it sounds 
cool. Actually, if you were to prioritise the 
priorities, then in most cases I’d probably swap it 
to water, shelter, food and then fire.  Although 
there will always be anomalies that would make 
that sound like utter bollocks - such as needing a 
fire to stop you freezing to death overnight in 
colder climates. In that situation, we should 
clearly fast-track fire closer to the top of the 
queue, but I digress…

One thing, however, that there is little debate over 
is that water always comes first. It’s the most 
important thing - whether you are in a survival

Ed Stafford is the Guinness 
World Record-holding first human 
to walk the Amazon River. In 2012,
Ed filmed a survival experiment for 
Discovery Channel, being dropped 
on an uninhabited Pacific island 
for 60 days. Ed recently wrapped 
filming his seventh series for Discovery Channel. He is an 
ambassador for Land Rover and the Scouts. Ed is 
married to adventurer Laura Bingham, and has a son 
called Ran.
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situation or not. It’s also potentially really boring. 
With that in mind, I will do my best to crowbar in 
as many bad jokes and glib statements as I can to 
make an article about a dishwater-dull utility - 
readable. 

Why do we find water boring? Why do we have to 
be told to drink more water? Because we take it 
for granted that’s why. Because it comes out of 
the tap!

We’re all guilty of not caring that much about 
water, precisely because it’s apparently so 
abundant in our civilised modern society. And 
because water is so cheap. It’s been proposed 
that in the coming years, as populations increase 
and drinking water becomes more scarce, that
water could become the most valued commodity 
on the planet. Wars will be fought over it. That 
makes sense. 

From my experience on the Discovery Channel 
shows, I know only too well that when you don’t 
have any water, it’s impossible to focus on 
anything else. In most situations, lighting a fire 
doesn’t even enter your head if you’re thirsty and 
don’t know where the next cold one is coming 
from.

I was dropped on an island called Olorua, where 
the only fresh water supply was a damp rock face. 
When the island had been recce’d for its 
suitability for the 60-day experiment, it had been 
the wet season. When I arrived, after many days

and weeks of relentless sun, muggins here was 
presented with a wet rock face and had to ask 
himself the obvious question, ‘Is that ****ing it?!’ 

Of course, you make the best of the situation.  
You have to. So I gathered debris from the beach 
and rigged up a crude wick from old cordage and 
positioned a discarded plastic bottle at the 
bottom. At full flow this irrigation masterpiece 
delivered one drip every forty seconds. This 
meant that, overnight, I could nearly fill a small 
400ml bottle, and the morning I could harvest a 
similar amount. After that the sun’s rays hit the 
rock face and it dried up until sunset. 

Faced with this delicate dance for such a vital 
commodity to keep me alive, I found myself 
restless and unsettled. I cannot describe the 
inability to relax or enjoy anything when you are 
dehydrated and don’t have enough water. That 
800ml a day was complimented by coconut water 
- which kept me alive - but it was hard not to get 
furious at the production crew (who had long 
since gone) for not ensuring the island had, in 
theory at least, the resources I needed to survive. 

Survive I did of course, but the point I’m making is 
that this boring commodity is actually not boring 
at all. If I restricted your supply of water over any 
meaningful time period, I guarantee I could make 
you do nearly anything in exchange for wonderful, 
beautiful, life-giving water.
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So I’ve made my point - its kinda important to you 
staying alive and well. Maybe it’s time to turn to 
strategies for making sure you have a regular 
supply of it in a survival situation? Read on…

Initially, you may be scrabbling around for 
precious moisture. You could be licking the dew 
off leaves and grass; you might want to evolve 
that a little and put a watertight bag around wet 
foliage to ‘milk’ the moisture from those plants. 
You might decide that there is actually more 
moisture in the ground, and that a ground still is 
worth the energy required to dig it so that you can 
direct all the condensation into a container. But 
from experience, these emergency measures only 
toy at quenching your thirst. For me, the two 
practical methods of getting a meaningful

amount of water when there is no fresh water 
source are collecting rainwater or digging a well. 

When walking the Amazon, I was often huge 
distances from the main channel of the river, and 
so despite being in a rainforest, fresh water could 
be very scarce. In such incidents, when we were 
nowhere near a river or stream, we kept a close 
eye on the skies. Sometimes when it rained, it 
only fell for a minute or two, and so the speed at 
which we could whip out and erect our bashas 
(tarpaulins) and place containers (Lock a& Lock 
boxes, mugs, water bottles) under the corners 
was critical. We became basha ninjas. 

At other times, the heavens were not in our favour. 
Then, the slightly more desperate measure was to 

Photo: Keith Ducatel
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wait until your boot made a squelching noise. 
That was an indicator that the ground was 
waterlogged and that conditions were right for 
excavating a well down into the mud. You don’t 
necessarily need to hit a water table in such 
circumstances. You are simply allowing the 
saturated water in the mud to flow into the hole 
you dug. The digging can easily be done with your 
hands, and doesn’t require you to carry a spade or 
digging tool. Wait a little while for the muddy 
water to settle, and by delicately skimming water 
off the surface you can get some pretty clean 
water this way.

If you do find a reliable fresh water source, and 
unless you want to be handcuffed to it like a man 
who takes his kids to Ibiza and has to look at all

the fun bars and clubs from afar, you’ll need a 
receptacle or container. A makeshift bottle gives 
you the freedom to roam wherever you want, and 
therefore makes the other survival priorities 
easier to tick off. 

Clay pots are often the armchair critics answer to 
this water carrying problem. Get it right and they 
are indeed great, but it takes a lot of dexterity and 
experience in firing to stop your clay pots either 
shattering in the fire or just simply dissolving into 
mush once you fill them up. I’ve made very 
functional bottles from bamboo - although they 
will take some time of you want to carve a lid that 
fits snugly.

Sometimes there was a little too much water in the Amazon:
Photo: Keith Ducatel
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In the Ethiopian Danakil Desert, I was caught with 
my pants down in more ways than one. I decided 
to venture into the desert with two camels in a 
more traditional manner. Rather than carry jerry 
cans of water I opted for a goat hide that had 
been removed from the animal in one whole piece. 
Essentially, you just cut around the neck, and from 
that point you peel off the entire hide so that it 
can be used as a huge water reservoir. If done 
correctly, this method also allows you to 
refrigerate your water by wetting the outer fur and 
using the heat-wicking properties of evaporation 
to chill the water inside. Genius.

But beware of a few things filling up an animal 
hide with water. Nipples leak. These can provide a 
good orifice to drink from though, as long as you 
are not squeamish about sucking on the titty of a 
goat. To stop dribbles, just tie them up with a 
piece of cord.

Also hygiene. My goatskin wasn’t clean, and so, in 
the heat, my water became so contaminated
with bacteria that I was violently ill and projectile 
vomited all of my food and water into the 
Ethiopian sands. It might sound comical, but I 
was lucky not to have gone down with 
dehydration, and then heat exhaustion, which can 
of course lead to death.

So next time you find yourself lost and faced with 
an imminent survival scenario unfolding in front 
of you, don’t immediately go ‘full Predator’ and 
start sharpening sticks for your pig traps. The 
priority at the forefront of your brain, that totally 
usurps all others, is water. Nuf sed.
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Ed’s next
program with
Discovery is
Ed Stafford:

First Man Out,
airing

31st January
2019

Ed on the Kimberley coast of Australia,
making the most of water when he finds it
© Discovery Channel/Marooned
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Lessons From Snow
Walking In The Boreal

I don’t think anyone truly masters boreal winter 
conditions.  At more than any other time of 
year, nature is your mistress in winter. There 
are some big things you always need to get 
right, and there are some big things you never
want to get wrong. Once you have these 
parameters firmly in mind, you can operate.  
Then, as you build up experience, the lessons 
generally become more subtle and nuanced.
But you shouldn’t become complacent.  If you  

I don’t think anyone truly masters boreal winter 

Walking In The Boreal
Paul Kirtley Paul is owner and 
Chief Instructor of Frontier 
Bushcraft, one of the UK’s leading 
bushcraft schools, which he 
founded in 2010. Prior to this, he 
worked full time with Ray Mears.  
Paul is qualified both as a Canoe Leader and a Mountain 
Leader and is also a member of The Association of 
Foragers. He enjoys nothing more than getting people 
out into varied landscapes and sharing his knowledge of 
nature, particularly about trees, plants and their uses. 
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 are thinking of extending your camping year 
into the colder, winter months and applying 
your bushcraft skills in the boreal, then there 
are a number of considerations I’d like to share 
with you in this article.  I will follow this up with 
a look at kit, clothing and specific camping 
skills in the next issue.

In many ways travel in the northern forest is 
easier in the winter than in the summer.  The 
swamps and lakes are frozen and passable, as 
are the rivers which become your highways.  
There are no mosquitoes or other biting 
insects.  The winter, however, brings its own 
specific complications and hazards. You must 
have the requisite wilderness bushcraft skills 
and winter camping equipment to ensure your 
comfort and safety. 

One way of travelling under your own steam in 
the northern forest in winter is with snowshoes 
and a toboggan. Another is with skis and pulk.  

Part One -Words and images by Paul Kirtley
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Environmental hazards
Extreme cold 
Boreal forest temperatures in winter range widely 
as this forest is extensive and not homogenous. 
Temperatures of 20°C below freezing should be 
no surprise though, and on a good number of my 
trips, the temperatures have, at some point, 
dropped down into the range of 30-40 below.  This 
is not unusual and you must go prepared for low 
temperatures. The obvious dangers associated 
with low temperatures are freezing cold injuries 
and hypothermia. You must have clothing, 
equipment and experience enough to deal with 
the conditions. Even then, you must be careful not 
to apply mental operating systems that work in 
damp, near freezing conditions that are typical of 
winter in the UK, say, but leave you at risk in 
colder environments.

We have a tendency put up with being a bit chilly 
on cold days in the UK, and can reach a sort of 
equilibrium, as long as we are well fed and have 
the occasional hot drink.  In colder environments 
if you feel chilly, you will continue to get colder 
after that point.  There will be no equilibrium.  So, 
you need to recalibrate where your comfort zone 
is, modify your operating system, and do 
something proactive to stay warm, long before 
you feel uncomfortably chilly.   

Rapidly changing temperatures 

Rapidly changing temperatures in the boreal 
forest can cause the winter camper more 
difficulty than constant cold. The change can take 
you by surprise, particularly when temperatures 
drop rapidly. When the temperature falls suddenly, 
if your clothes are damp, then you can have a 
problem. Second, managing your layering, hand 
wear, headwear and temperature can be difficult. 
It can be hard to judge how many layers to put on 
for the day. If temperatures rise, you can end up 
too hot and sweaty. If temperatures drop while 
you are working hard, the cold can creep up on 
you and hit you hard when you stop. Varying 
temperatures also change snow conditions from 
one day to the next. If the temperature is warmer 
than -10°C it becomes difficult to create a solid 
platform of snow on which to pitch a tent, and 
quinzhees will not freeze well. 

For example, the boreal forest in northern Sweden 
regularly experiences significant swings in 
temperature, some of which can be rapid. This is 
due to the geographical positioning of 
Scandinavia along with the proximity of the sea. 
It’s not uncommon to experience a cold day of 
-20°C to -30°C, with an evening drop to a low of 
nearly -40°C, followed by a swing upwards to only 
-5°C to -10°C the following day – nearly 30 
degrees centigrade difference in less than 12 
hours! I’ve had days like this, where the 
temperature then proceeded to rise a little further 
to the extent that the snow falling on us was wet. 
This was followed by a clear sky that evening with 
an allied drop in temperature to between 10 and 
20 below.

Typical temperatures for a boreal forest winter
camping trip 
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Open water 

In some ways the stuff of nightmares, open water 
is an area on a body of water that has not frozen 
over and is, as the description aptly puts it, open. 
Open water can occur where the temperature or 
the movement of the water prevents it from 
freezing, despite sub-zero air temperatures. Open 
water can occur on rivers or lakes, even in the 
depths of winter, particularly where there is some 
underlying flow of water.  On rivers I have seen 
this in areas such as rapids and narrower 
sections, where the flow of the river is faster.

On rivers it is best to avoid depressions in 
otherwise uniform snow. These dips in the snow 
indicate the possibility of areas of previously 
open water that have recently frozen over and 
started to be covered with snow. Here the ice 
could still be thin. On foot, you have more chance 
of seeing open water before you reach it than you 
do while travelling fast on a snow machine.  I’ve 
also seen open water and evidence of thin ice on 
lakes.  Again it can be in a constriction, in a

narrows between an island and shore for example, 
or where water flows into or out of the lake.  
Sometimes you will not see open water, but a 
discolouration of the snow.   

Open water on a river in Norrland, Sweden 

Open water and unsafe ice where water is entering
a lake in north-eastern Ontario, Canada 
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Overflow 

Several times on our trips we came into areas of 
overflow water, mainly on lakes, but also 
sometimes on wide rivers. Overflow is often 
created by the weight of snow on top of the ice 
causing water to be forced out through cracks in 
the ice (often where it meets land) or areas of 
open water. Overflow water then seeps under the 
snow that rests upon the ice, seeking the 
low-points of the surface of the ice.

Overflow sits as a layer of water between the ice 
and the snow above it. The snow insulates the 
water from the sub-zero air, preventing it from 
freezing. Overflow often exists on top of thick, 
solid ice and is not necessarily an indicator of thin 
ice. The primary problem with overflow is getting 
wet in cold air temperatures. When you walk into 
overflow you can get wet feet, snowshoes and 
equipment. As soon as the water is exposed to 
the much colder air temperature, it freezes rapidly, 
creating a heavy layer of ice and snow to stick to 
snowshoes, boots and sleds. 

Preparation & planning

I can’t overemphasise the value of being clear in 
your mind about the aims of your trip; being 
organised with your gear and your provisions and 
having everything squared away in good time.  If 
you are intent on visiting the boreal for a winter 
camping trip, but have not been to this type of 
environment before, don’t bite off more than you 
can chew. Build up experience. If you are keen to 
get out into a winter wilderness, remember the 
environment itself is a hazard in winter.  It’s not 
just the cold and danger of cold injuries, it’s also 
the increased amount of gear and food you may 
need to carry or haul compared to a much lighter 
outfit in summer. There is also the heaviness of 
having to travel through snow to consider.  As 
mentioned, you may need to negotiate issues 
such as open water on rivers, or overflow water 
between the ice of a frozen lake and the blanket 
of snow above it.   

Then there is the issue of visibility.  Navigation in 
full winter conditions tends to be harder than in 
summer.  Everything is white. Contours are 
smoothed. Land and lakes blend into one.  And 
that’s even with decent visibility. Falling snow, low 
cloud or mist can make navigation extremely 
challenging. Plus, in winter, days are short. You 
have little daylight to cover the ground you want 
to cross.  So, in planning your trip, start off well 
within your capabilities and build up experience.  
Better to make camp a little too early, than be lost, 
out in the dark, in worsening conditions.

With air temperatures more than 20 degrees below
freezing, overflow water froze almost instantly on the
bottom of this toboggan, making it very difficult to haul
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Study the old ways, but don’t be closed to modern 
interpretations or alternatives. People have been 
living in and visiting cold parts of the world for 
millennia.   There are tried and tested ways of 
approaching a winter environment, ways of 
travelling, ways of dressing and ways of 
equipping yourself.  Study the traditional 
methods, whether they be methods of explorers 
or natives.  Familiarise yourself with these ways 
and understand the why, not just the what.  
Fundamental understanding is important.  You 
can then apply your understanding in a flexible 
manner, rather than slavishly copying a set 
methodology.  There may be the opportunity to 
choose modern expressions of traditional 
methods or equipment that have advantages, for 
example using plastic toboggans rather than 
wooden, or lightweight canvas tents with modern 
alloy poles rather than old, heavy canvas tents.  
You are well advised to take the best of the 
traditional forms and methodologies, but to apply 
modern material science and manufacturing to 
optimise what you are doing.

Make sure you are physically prepared. Fitness is 
important for good performance outdoors.  This is 
something not discussed often enough in 
bushcraft circles.  Winter environments are 
demanding.  They can be hard going.  Breaking 
trail through deep snow, hauling gear, chopping 
firewood and so on, all need to be 
accommodated.  You don’t need to be a 
competitive athlete, but at least make sure you 
have the strength, flexibility and cardiovascular 
fitness to ensure your body has the capacity to do 
the work, and is resilient enough to avoid injury 
from the expected activities.    

Put in place good logistics, with sufficient 
contingency time.  If you are travelling 
domestically, remember that weather is more 
likely to disrupt travel in the winter than in the 
summer.  Make sure you leave plenty of time to 
arrive at the start of your trip, and get organised 
before embarking on the trip proper.  You don’t 
want to be on the back foot before you’ve even 
started.  You also want to make sure you are well 
organised and leave yourself plenty of time to 
enjoy your trip.  

If you are travelling overseas, put in place the 
necessary arrangements to get your gear there 
safely.  This may mean shipping gear ahead of 
time, particularly for trips where you are providing 
everything yourself.  Make sure it is sent in good 
time.  Even if you are just travelling by plane with 
all your gear in the hold, do everything you can to 
make sure it arrives when you do.  Arriving last 
minute at the airport is a good way of increasing 
the chances your luggage doesn’t make it onto 
the plane, especially at busy airports.  If you have 
connecting flights, give yourself plenty of time to 
transfer.  A good few hours also ensures your 
luggage makes it too.  If your connection times

Traditional Cree toboggan from Quebec, on display at
the Royal Ontario Museum 

Toboggans with a traditional shape
but made of modern materials 
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are so tight that you literally have to run through 
an airport to make your connection, and your 
luggage is checked all the way through, then don’t 
be surprised if you arrive at your end destination 
but your luggage doesn’t until the next day.  I’ve 
had students turn up for a trip, while their luggage 
doesn’t.  This causes logistical problems and cuts 
into contingency time right from the start.  

Research the area you are visiting as thoroughly 
as possible.  Read any guide books if they are 
available. Reading online trip reports, and even 
watching videos of other people’s trips on 
YouTube, can provide valuable insight into 
potential conditions on the ground.   Find out as 
much as you can about potential conditions and 
what the variations might be.  How cold might it 
get?  How warm might it become?  Sometimes 
warm conditions are more problematic than 
decent, stable cold conditions.  

Work out your routes from the comfort of home. 
Maps should be ordered from suppliers in good 
time. Increasingly, any map you need can be 
ordered online or via a specialist map store such
as Stanfords. The stocks of paper maps carried
these days even by specialist map stores is less 
than it was.  And many national mapping

agencies now provide a print-to-order service as a
standard way of providing maps, particularly to 
more remote, seldom-visited areas. Add any 
additional information onto maps that may be 
necessary before the trip.  

Consider eventualities.  What might go wrong?  
Where can you retreat to if conditions are poor?  
What happens if you are delayed?  Is there 
enough contingency in your plan so you don’t end 
up missing pick-ups or flights home? Equally, 
make sure you are not putting yourself under 
ridiculous time pressure, which can lead to poor 
decisions such as going out into marginal 
conditions because you don’t have the time to 
wait out a storm.  

And finally, make sure your gear is in good order.  
There will be more on kit in the next issue, but as 
a general point, during your preparation make 
sure your equipment is in good order well-before 
you leave for your trip. Repair, reinforce or replace 
any kit that is questionable.  

In part 2, I will be taking a good look at that 
all-important kit, at clothing, and the skills needed 
to live in a tent in these winter conditions.

Source the best topographic maps you can
and add extra information as necessary 
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                 Budget
Anniversary
Present

Ian Nairn 
'Make do and Mend' is Ian's 
philosophy. He is a dab hand at all 
things creative, and would be a
match for any skilled seamstress! 
His innovative ideas can save you 
pounds, showing you how to make kit from things that 
you might find lying around. He also has a long-standing 
interest in and extensive knowledge of woodcraft and
green woodworking, which, combined with his other 
skills, makes for some great money-saving tips!
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Hello again, and welcome to this issue’s 
Bushcraft on a Budget article.

Well as they say ‘Time flies when you’re having 
fun’, and I can’t believe it is seven years since I 
got married to Kara and our wedding was featured 

in the magazine. So many things have happened 
over these years, some good and some bad, but 
being together has helped us both through it all. 
The seven year anniversary is copper or wool, and 
as I’ve already made her lots of wool clothing I 
thought I would go down the copper route. Well, 
at least it will match her hair.

The symbol of the Tree of Life is special to both of 
us, as I am sure it is to many of you folks too, and 
I was looking at buying Kara a necklace with this 
symbol on. But when I started to look at them I 
honestly thought ‘hold on, I could make one of 
those’.  So that’s what I did, and I want to share 
how I made it with you guys. It is pretty simple to 
do, although a bit fiddly and time consuming to 
get it right, but have a go.  I’m sure you will be 
pleased.
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To make this copper gift I needed some copper 
wire - and no I wasn’t about to go out and buy it. 
After visiting the garage, and routing through my 
‘junk’ as Kara calls it, I came away with a length of 
heavy-duty earth cable and some lighter grade 
earth wire that was exactly what I wanted. Please 
don’t go cutting up your house wiring for this!

First off I needed to strip away the insulation to 
get at the wires inside. This was done by carefully 
cutting down the length of the wire with a sharp 
knife. After pealing the insulation away from both 
of these, I was left with the copper wiring I was 
after.

The heavy duty wire would form the frame that 
the Tree of Life would sit in. I took a single length 
of this wire and wrapped it around a plastic tube 
to get a nice sized round frame. I also bent the 
end round to form a top loop that I would later 
attach to a small copper ring for the neck cord to 
go through.

How
to:

1 2

3 4 5

The required wire The tools used

Stripping the insulation The thinner wire stripped Wire for frame, bent round a tube

6

The frame is made
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Now to move onto the thinner wire to make the 
tree itself. I wanted the branches and roots to 
come from a solid trunk, so first I twisted the 
centre of the wire to form the trunk, leaving the 
ends lose.  I then started to work on the roots 
section. 

Dividing the wires roughly in half, I gave each 
bunch a small twist, before separating the two 
sides in half again, twisting once more. I repeated 
this over and over, so the wire strands got thinner 
and thinner to achieve a look of tree roots 
spreading out. Obviously I had limited space to do 
this as it all had to happen within the frame of 
wire. I did this on both sides of the root system 
and gave them a bit of ‘tweaking’ to achieve the 
look I wanted. When happy with the roots I moved 
on to shape the tree branches in the same 
fashion. 

Once I had finished the roots and branches, it was 
time to fit the tree within the frame. I started with 
one of the top centre branches, simply taking the 
ends of the wire and wrapping them tightly

around the frame. I then repeated this process, 
working in an anti-clockwise direction. Dealing 
with each branch in turn, I thinned some out to 
just single strands of wire, right at the tip, to get 
the effect I wanted.

I found that it was becoming hard to thread the 
wires around the frame, so I made a quick 
makeshift tool from a piece of the heavy-duty 
wire. This acted as a little hook to help me pull the 
wires through the frame and into place. Nail 
clippers proved to be really good for trimming off 
the ends of the wires, and much better than the 
wire cutters I had been using.

With one half done, the pendant was really taking 
shape. I was very happy with the results so far, 
but I must admit it was very fiddly and all the 
intricate work was making my fingers cramp up. 
Time for a brief brew stop.  After the break, I 
carried on with the other side. It wasn’t that long 
until I had it all done and after a little bit of 
tweaking, and moving some of the branches and 
roots, I was very happy with how it looked.

8 9

10

Twisting the roots The roots all done

Attaching the tree to the frame

7

Starting the tree

11

Half way
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12

The finished pendant

Next I made a small double ring from the thicker 
wire to go through the loop on the frame. This 
would take a natural waxed cord to hang the 
pendant from. I made this up and used double 
fisherman’s knots to secure the ends and allow 
it to be adjusted in length.

The last thing I thought I had better do was to 
somehow seal the copper, to stop it discolour-
ing. This  would also help prevent any small 
ends coming undone or causing any discomfort 
when worn. So how to do this?  Well after a little 
thought, the idea of nail varnish came to mind. I 
nipped into my stepdaughter Imogen’s bedroom, 
and used some of her clear varnish to paint over 
the frame and seal it all in place.  I then hung the 
pendant to dry to make sure I didn’t get it all 
messed up by touching it. When the varnish was 
good and hard, and once the cord was attached, 
I placed the finished necklace in the box my 
wedding ring came in. I will be giving it to Kara 
tonight, as yet again I will be away in the woods 
on our actual anniversary date.

So I hope you enjoyed this article, and I have 
shown you how easy it is to make something 
very special, quite simply from ‘junk’.  Please 
have a go and send in your photos. Until next 
time, keep your bushcraft on a budget.

Oh! Just in case you are wondering, NO, I don’t 
have the seven year itch. I wouldn’t swap her for 
all the world.
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Bushcraft & Survival Skills Magazine’s

When I started writing this paddling guide I knew 
there was a lot of information to cover. Little did I 
realize it would span six months of my life, with 
paddling in Canada, Scotland, Northumberland 
and at home in Bedford. In addition, it has 
included surf kayaking and SUPing off North 
Devon and Cornwall. Therein lies the beauty of 
paddling; it takes us far and wide flanked by 
nature, rugged landscape and a big environment.  
In this third edition of the guide we will look at 
moving water, rescues and ‘locking in’ some of the 
learning to date. 

As we progress in paddling from novice to 
intermediate, from simple journeys to multi day 
trips, we inevitably end up paddling the elements. 
Like a cyclist fighting a headwind, we have wind,

When I started writing this paddling guide I knew 
there was a lot of information to cover. Little did I 
realize it would span six months of my life, with 
paddling in Canada, Scotland, Northumberland 
and at home in Bedford. In addition, it has 
included surf kayaking and SUPing off North 
Devon and Cornwall. Therein lies the beauty of 
paddling; it takes us far and wide flanked by 
nature, rugged landscape and a big environment.  

Richard Harpham is a human 
powered adventurer who has 
completed over 10,000 miles of 
expeditions and journeys by kayak, 
canoe, bike and on foot. His 
expeditions have seen him cycle 
and kayak London to Marrakech, cycled the Sahara by 
Fat Bike, Canoe the Yukon River and sea kayak 1000 
miles from Vancouver to Alaska. Closer to home he runs 
Canoe Trail Ltd, an adventure and watersports business 
with his wife Ashley in Bedfordshire sharing their passion 
for paddling and the great outdoors. Canoe Trail runs 
programmes for many corporate clients as well as the 
Prince’s Trust, Duke of Edinburgh and ‘Adventure School’ 
for Sport England helping teach practical and life-skills to 
young people.
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Adding Background to our 
technique
After the three B’s (boat, body, blade) covered in 
part 2, there is a fourth – ‘background’. We need 
to to consider this with our paddle strokes, skills 
and technique, as we approach more demanding 
conditions, which include:
• Wind (with speed usually measured using the 
Beaufort scale)
• Sea state (relevant for sea and surf kayaking)
• River grade (up to Grade VI, providing a scale 

flow (current), waves and other hazards to 
contend with.  The introduction of ‘3D’ paddling, 
with white water, surf and waves, is exhilarating 
and challenging all in the same instant.

from flat and benign to imminent death!)
• Tide - relevant for any coastal paddling. For 
example Bristol Channel has the second largest 
tidal range in the world, and off the Skerries in 
Scotland, tides can race at 20knots.

In addition, other elements to consider may 
include how exposed the location is, river hazards 
such as rocks, siphons and undercuts, as well as 
how far from help you are. Be aware on rivers that 
one of the greatest risks is strainers (fallen trees 
and branches that allow the water to pass 
through but pin the kayak or canoe).  With this in 
mind, if you are not sure, ask a local, paddle with 
an instructor or guide, or wait. We have a saying 
‘The best you will achieve against the 
environment is a score draw!
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Paddling white water, waves 
and bigger stuff
The foundation techniques covered earlier, such 
as good forward paddling, support strokes and 
steering, become important as we head into more 
challenging conditions. Trim and edge are critical 
also.  When running moving water, we need to 
learn to ‘read the water’, scoping out clear safe 
channels and avoiding obstacles and hazards. A 
simple rule is to aim for the downstream V or 
tongue of water and avoid any upstream V, which 
is caused by rocks.  When crossing the flow, 
perpendicular to the direction of current, then 
edge the craft downstream to prevent water piling 
up against the upstream gunnel.  Another useful 
fact for reading the water is that the current 
travels faster on the outside of the bend, and 
across shallower sections.

Don’t paddle higher grades of river until you know 
what you are doing and have the rescue skills for 
pinned canoes or kayaks.  If you do hit a rock and 
broach (sideways) then lean towards the 
obstacle. Be aware that bigger drops in the water 
can create recirculation, where the water folds 
around in a washing-machine motion called a 
‘stopper,’ that can be hold your vessel, or you, tight 
in place.  A general word of caution is to avoid 
man made weirs and sluices unless you have 
prior local knowledge. Such structures usually 
have walls either side that can be extremely 
dangerous, even fatal, with large stoppers, 
particular in spate (flood/high levels).

Similarly, with lochs and open water, paddling on 
windy days is brilliant fun but waves and open 
water can be dangerous if you are not prepared 
for them. Choose a course to make life easier for 
you and your peers. Paddling ‘nose to wind’ (your 
bow pointing into the wind) for example, offers 
less ‘windage’ (surface area on the side of the 
craft).  A course into the wind can be easier than 
paddling perpendicular to the wind and waves.  
Staying close to the shore and only crossing open 
water in suitable conditions for your skills is 
strongly advised.

Ash and Corine on the the River Spey's
Washing Machine

Neil surfing a wave on the Till

Rich ferry gliding across the
Spey's Washing Machine
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Breaking in and breaking out
Once we hit moving water we are faced with a 
new challenge, being able to pick a route down 
the faster flow. Generally we don’t charge down 
the middle. Instead, we search for slower water on 
bends and behind rocks and other features, to 
slow down and allow us to ‘read’ the next section. 
To do this we need to learn to break in and break 
out of the flow.  

To break in, we transition (move) our canoe or 
kayak from a slower water (eddy) to the main 
flow. There are three components to breaking in 
that we need to consider, our angle, our edge and 
our speed.

Angle: If we imagine the flow is coming at us 
from 12 o’clock on a clock face we have to cross 
the eddy line (ripples and boils between slow and 
faster moving water) and allow our bow to enter 
the faster water. We can vary the angle of our 
boat relative to 12 o’clock (upstream), but try 10 
or 11 o’clock to start with. The faster water on the 
bow will turn it downstream, and assuming we 
have enough forward speed, we will enter the 
flow. 

Edge: Our edge is important as we need to tilt the 
canoe or kayak downstream as we enter the flow
(this stops the water piling onto the upstream 
side and destabilizing us)

Speed: We need forward speed to enter the flow 
and cross the eddy line

Once we enter the flow we can paddle 
downstream using sweeps, draw strokes and 
forward paddling to pick a line, avoiding hazards 
and looking for an eddy to break out of the flow.

Boat: Edge the craft downstream when you set an 
angle to cross the flow, change to edge upstream 
as you back cross into the eddy. Experiment with 
your trim to help ‘catch the bow’ to assist the 
turning downstream.

Body: Edging, good connectivity with the craft
Blade: Strong paddling forward, using sweep 
strokes and bow cuts to turn yourself into the 
eddy

Background: Judge the power and position of 
paddle strokes to match the flow conditions

Rich breaking in on the Spey

Breaking into the flow

Marc preparing to break out

Paddling the dowmstream
tongue
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Breaking out
Breaking out of the flow is the reverse of breaking 
in, as we transition from fast flowing water to 
slower eddies. Again, we need to ensure we have 
the right speed, angle and edge as we cross the 
eddy line.  Paddle hard, aiming your canoe or 
kayak at the top of the eddy (upstream end). As 
you cross the eddy line the bow will slow and the 
stern (still in the faster flow) will sweep 
downstream. Edge your kayak or canoe upstream 
as you cross into the eddy.

Top Tip 
 Ensure that your top arm is protected 

so it doesn’t come too high relative to 

your shoulder socket. This reduces the 

risk of dislocation.

Handy Hint:

Use a swimming ball to practice bracing 

and the forward paddle stroke to right 

your kayak.  Also, placing two tennis 

balls under your armpits is a good way 

to avoid hyperextension of your 

shoulders and the risk of dislocation.  

High brace
A high brace is a paddle stroke that allows the 
paddler to right a kayak (or canoe) from a more 
extreme ‘angle of dangle’ (i.e. when starts to tip).  
• Extend the paddle perpendicular to the kayak 
(roughly 90 degrees), allowing the paddle blade to 
hit the water.
• Using the support of the blade on the water, use 
your core muscles and hip flick to push the boat 
upright. Connectivity with the foot pedals or rest 
is important to use leg drive to right the kayak.
• Drive with the leg to help right the kayak, and 
also raise your head last to reduce the load to be 
righted
• Work on using a forward paddle stroke as 
support rather than the high brace support stroke. 
This is a more dynamic way of righting the kayak.

Boat: Well connected to allow the body to return 
to upright position, 
Body : Pushing on footpegs, flicking hips to return 
the kayak to a vertical/stable position, your head 
coming last
Blade: Flat on the water, angled forward to avoid 
slicing into the water

Ferry gliding
Ferry gliding is used to cross moving water by 
using the edge and angle of the craft to enable 
the speed of the water to cross/surf it from one 
side to the other. To achieve this we paddle into 
the flow holding a high angle into the flow (11 
o’clock) with some edge to surf across to the 
other side.  Generally, paddling on the 
downstream side of the angled canoe is easier to 
hold this angle of glide.

When we achieve this succesfully, we find we 
don’t need many strokes, as the canoe or kayak 
surfs sideways across the flow. Again, we learn to 
experiment with the angle, speed and edge of the 
craft to cross the flow efficiently.

Handy Hint: Vary the edge, angle and entry speed 
to try crossing the flow using minimal paddle 
strokes 

Handy Hint:

Vary the edge, angle and entry speed to 

try crossing the flow using minimal 

paddle strokes

Crossing the eddy line
Jason adding a bit of high brace to his
steering stroke

Neil ferry gliding on Tweed
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Rescues
Being able to affect a quick rescue of either 
yourself or others in your group is one of the most 
useful and reassuring skills you can learn. I could 
write a whole article on this subject alone, 
however here are a few pointers. All rescues are 
made easier with buoyancy airbags/blocks in 
your kayak or canoe. These help improve 
floatation, and also reduce the volume of water, 
which greatly reduces the weight of a filled boat.

Another useful part of any rescue is to assess the 
situation first, ensuring you don’t put yourself or 
other members of your group in danger in the 
heat of the moment. The ability to use a 
throw-line (a rope bag) is also a great skill, 
allowing you to land a rescue line on the victim to 
enable them to be pulled to safety.

Kayaks
• Be proficient and confident with using a 
spraydeck and your capsize wet exit. As the kayak 
turns over, reach and release the spraydeck loop, 
and with hands by your hips, push against the 
cockpit to exit the kayak. Make sure your legs are 
out before surfacing.

• Kayaks are difficult to self-rescue, requiring 
some form of ‘re-enter and roll’ technique or a 
deep-water empty followed by the aptly named 
cowboy straddle. Alternatively you will need to 
swim to shore with your kit, so stay close to shore 
to make this possible.
• Developing your paddling balance on each trip 
helps your rescue technique, so we encourage 
students to move around their kayaks to learn 
control and balance. A fun challenge for this is to 
exit your cockpit and put your nose on the nose of 
the kayak. (warning: practise this in calm 
sheltered water conditions, as it may not work 
first time)
• A towed rescue may also be a possibility, either 
with a dedicated towline or using a sling. Note 
that being able to release this line is important to 
keep the rescuer safe, so don’t tie it to yourself or 
the craft.
• Learn to roll with your local club or activity 
provider. This allows you to roll your kayak back 
upright and avoid the dreaded swim!
• The easiest rescue for most people is a T-rescue, 
where the upturned kayak is positioned at 90 
degrees to the rescuer. Drag it upside down onto 
your cockpit area to allow the water to drain. 
Seesaw the kayak until empty, then flip it and 
assist the swimmer back in. Rafting the kayaks 
side by side is the easiest way for this.

The team canoeing down the Spey

Rich leading the way on the Spey
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your boat and then help empty the canoe 
together. 

Progressing your paddling from flat water to open 
water lochs and bubbling white water is a real 
buzz, leaving you wanting more.  It provides a true 
sense of achievement, offering a different 
perspective that broadens your fundamental 
skills.  

Well that’s a wrap on our third installment of the 
paddling guide. Don’t worry though, we will be 
back next year with some more ideas and 
techniques to add to your tool kit. In the 
meantime, winter paddling is still there for the 
taking. Check the weather and dress for the 
season. Have fun and stay safe.

Canoes
• Canoe self-rescues are much easier with 
buoyancy (airbags/blocks). Flip the canoe back 
over then climb back in. Then comes the tricky 
task of bailing out a water laden craft
• Rescuing other canoes can be achieved using a 
T-rescue similar to the kayak. Lower the gunnel to 
allow the canoe to slide on its side over your 
canoe and then carefully rotate it upside down so 
the water empties (into the river). You now have 
an upturned canoe on your canoe. Flip it and 
refloat it.
• Alternatively, you can ‘curl’ the canoe from the 
middle of one side allowing the water to exit and 
then flipping it back the right way up. Standing up, 
keeping your body low and back straight, is best 
for balance and to avoid injury.
• A useful technique to practise is the scoop 
rescue where you scoop the victim into their 
waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into waterlogged canoe and allow them to climb into 

Top Tip 
Let the water empty slowly from the 

craft to avoid lifting heavy weights, and 

to protect your back.

Handy Hint:

Keep hold of your paddle and kit whilst 

completing the rescue!

Craig and John take their lean a little too far on the
Spey's Washing Machine

Canoe T-Rescue

Canoe Curling
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There’s no such thing as bad weather
Winter is often seen as the time of year when we become like bears and retreat into hibernation mode. 
And while there’s a certain smug pleasure to be gained from watching the wind and rain hammering 
against the windows while we stay tucked up in front of a roaring fire (or radiator), it’s not long before I 
find myself screaming on the inside, clawing at the walls and frantically trying to come up with plans to 
get outside and cure myself of the dreaded cabin fever.

With the correct mindset and equipment there’s absolutely no reason why bushcraft shouldn’t be a year 
round activity. Indeed, some of my most memorable wilderness experiences have been during the 
colder months of the year, when I’ve really had to work at keeping myself warm. If you ever find yourself 
lacking the motivation to leave behind your home comforts in favour of the exhilarating challenges of 
the outdoors, it’s worth remembering the old adage ‘There’s no such thing as bad weather, only 
inappropriate clothing’.   

Winter for me is the best time to head to the hills, and over the past few weeks I’ve been spending quite 
a lot of time in the mountains of Snowdonia, as well as the Brecon Beacons.  Developing the skills of 
navigation using a map and compass really does give you the freedom of the hills, and all that fresh air 
and exercise helps keep the winter blues at bay. 

But here in Wales there are days when the rain seems to come at you from every direction, and no 
matter how hard I try, I just can’t muster the enthusiasm to go out and play. These are the days to repair 
and sort out kit, pore over maps and guidebooks, and dream about the new adventures yet to come.
In this issue, Lofty Wiseman shares his experience (page 64) and advises us to practise what we’re bad 
at (for me that will be understanding computers), and Paul Kirtley discusses the lessons to be learnt 
from snow walking and camping in winter (page 74). 

Ian Nairn demonstrates a great indoor project by making a tree of life pendant (page 82), while Naomi 
Walmsley looks at the benefits of winter warming teas (page 22).

Torbjörn Selin shares his New Year’s camping resolution with us (page 26).  Laura Bingham highlights 
the importance of our friends the bees (page 30), while her hubby, Ed Stafford, discusses that all 
important substance, water (page 68).

Also, Tim Gent describes his experiences of helping to build a traditional Sámi dwelling (page 44), and 
I’ll be visiting Devon, and one of the last remaining traditional oak bark leather tanneries (page 38).

Andrew Thomas-Price

Editor

WIN2x Weekend
Tickets to

To enter the competition visit:
www.thebushcraftshow.co.uk/competition

(T&Cs apply)



Paracord Belt
Survival KitSurvival Kit

Ben Abbott is a teenager who 
lives in Cambridge and is 
passionate about bushcraft
and the outdoors. He can typically 
be found at the bottom of the 
garden, or in the woods close by 
practising his skills. He has very tolerant parents who put 
up with the resultant wood shavings, mud and smell of 
smoke. Ben’s passion for bushcraft was sparked age 4, 
when he received his first pen knife and his Mum 
enrolled the family onto a Ray Mears course, concerned 
to ensure Ben retained all his fingers. Thereafter, Ben 
discovered the Bushcraft Show, which he has attended 
as an annual pilgrimage. Ben is a prodigious reader of a 
wide range of books and blogs on bushcraft and 
adventuring, and as a member of his school’s outdoor
exploration society, he gets to share this interest with his 
peers. 
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 The theme of this article is survival. However, it 

isn’t a ‘how to survive’ article, it’s about how to 
literally wear some of your key survival items. We 
will be making a paracord belt with a built-in 
survival kit.

What I love about this idea is that if you lost your 
rucksack, you still have metres of paracord, an 
easy means of starting a fire, items for catching 
fish, a method of purifying water, and more, 
contained in a belt!

1.  For this project you will 
need; around 6 metres of 
paracord, a bicycle inner 
tube, a lighter for finishing 
the ends of the cord, a 
buckle, and any survival 
items that you wish to 
store in the belt. 
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CZ Single Leather 
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Wool Blankets 
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44 Patt Steel Mug
£4.50

M59 Shirts Unissued
£6.50

Cz Mess tins
£5.99

Sheepskin wool 
lined mitts £5.00

Kuksa / Kasa
£10.00

Dutch Sleeping bag
Socks £5.00

Swedish Long Johns
3 pk £5.00

Dutch Tent
£35.00

Best Sellers!!

New Website coming soon
with loads of new products

Swedish Army Tents
with Wood burners

21 Man Tipi £650
10 Man Tipi £550
8 Man ridge £540 

French 2 Man
Poly Cotton Tent

£22.50

www.MilitaryMart.co.uk
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Rucksacks
IN STOCK

Dutch Helly Hansen 
Fleece £10.00

Osprey 58 patt Bottle
£2.99

Bulgarian Meshok
£7.50

E Jonsson Knife
from £8.99

Danish M90 Bag
£30.00

Swedish M90 Trs
£12.50

Swiss M70 Jacket
£9.99

Swedish M90
Mitts £7.50

M59 Wool Jacket
£10.00

Swedish M90 Parka
£35.00

The Polish Lavvu
is back in stock

3.  Take one half of the 
buckle and push the two 
free ends of your cord 
through the gap provided. 

2.  I chose to use two 
colours of paracord for the 
belt. If you also decide to 
do this, gather the ends of 
both lengths of cord and 
hold them over a flame. 
When they have melted 
slightly, push them 
together and hold until 
they cool down. You now 
have one long length of 
cord. 

4.  Pull the cord all the 
way through until your 
joined section sits loose on 
the other side of the 
buckle. 

5.  Now, take the two free 
ends and pass them 
through the ‘loop’ you 
have created.

7.  Now, pass the two free 
ends through the other 
half of the buckle. 

6.  Pull this tight. 8.  Measure this up 
against your waist. Pull 
the cord through until 
you have the right fit, and 
then add on one or two 
inches to so that it doesn’t 
come up small. 

10.  Now for the pattern. 
Whatever colour cord you 
want in the middle, cross 
over first. I wanted purple 
in the middle, so I crossed 
my purple free end over 
the other lengths.

9.  Mark where the cord is 
at the right length. 

11.  Then take your other 
free end (in my case 
green), and take it over 
the purple free end. 

12.  Now pass it around 
the back of all of the 
lengths and then up and 
through the space created 
by the purple cord. 
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14.  Pull this tight. 13.  Pull this tight and 
repeat from the opposite 
side, once again starting 
with the purple cord.

16.  I wanted to make sure 
that most of the items wouldn’t be affected by the wet, so 
I waterproofed the cotton wool. This can be done simply 
by storing cotton wool in a sealed plastic straw.

15.  After a few repetitions 
you should end up with 
something like this. 
You can now prepare the 
inner tube. Cut a section 
from it, however long is 
needed to house your 
items.  I chose some basic 
survival items such as 
fishing hooks and line, 
purification tablets, a mini 
blade, cotton wool, snare 
wire, a mini compass and 
waterproof matches

18.  Now stuff the straw 
with cotton wool using a 
‘poker’. 

17.  First, melt one end of 
your straw and press it 
tight.

19.  Once this is done, seal 
the other end and you 
should end up with little, 
waterproof sachets of 
ready-to-light cotton 
wool. 

20.  Now you can put all 
of your items into the 
tubing. 
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22.  Proceed by weaving 
around the tubing, pulling 
really tight to ensure a 
good fit and coverage. 

21.  Once this is done, seal 
both ends using tape. 

23.  Continue to weave 
around the tube.

24.  Once past the tube, 
just continue until you 
reach the other buckle. 

25.  At this point, trim the 
free ends and hold the 
ends over a flame. This 
will prevent fraying, and 
help secure the ends in 
place. 

26.  The finished product! 
You now have a survival 
kit you can wear when 
hiking or walking, 
without having to pack 
these items into a 
rucksack.  
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the right at its sole discretion to substitute prizes of comparable value for 
any of the prizes. vii). Competitions are open only to UK residents with a 
UK delivery address; delivery will not be made to a P.O. Box. viii). All entries 
must be received by the deadline shown and late or incomplete entries will 
be disqualified. ix). By entering a competition, if you are a winner, you grant 
Bushcraft and Survival Skills permission to publish your name and county 
of residence along with any comments you may issue, online or in the 
magazine. x). If we are unable to contact you within 14 days of the closing 
date or if a prize is returned as undeliverable as addressed this will result in 
your disqualification and a new winner will be selected. xi). Winners are 
solely responsible for all insurance, incidental expenses associated with 
claiming the prize, applicable taxes and for any expenses not specified in 
the prize description. xii). Bushcraft and Survival Skills accept no
responsibility for entries that are lost, delayed or damaged in the post or 
lost or delayed in transmission or for damage or loss resulting in
communications not received due to computer malfunctions, viruses, etc.
xiii). Competitions are not open to the employees of Bushcraft and Survival 
Skills, to any sponsors involved with the competition or the immediate 
families of employees or sponsors. xiv). Competition winner/s agree that 
neither Bushcraft and Survival Skills nor any sponsors shall have any 

liability in connection with the acceptance or use of any of the prizes 
awarded. xv). By entering our competition you give your permission for 
your details to be used by Bushcraft and Survival Skills and the 
competition sponsor to provide you with information on their products / 
services; you will always be given the opportunity to unsubscribe. 
Bushcraft and Survival Skills accept no responsibility for the contents or 
accuracy of mailings from the sponsor. Your details will not be passed on 
to any third parties. xvi). If you are unable to enter the competition by email 
to competition@bushcraftmagazine.com. You can still enter by sending 
your name, address and telephone number to the address shown above 
marked ‘competition entry’. For all entries please state which competition 
you are entering and include your name, address, contact number and 
email address. Illegible or incomplete entries will be disqualified.

Winners will be notified by email, should you wish; please send an e-mail to
info@bushcraftmagazine.com detailing the competition for the names of 
the winner/s or send an S.A.E. to the address above, again detailing the 
competition.

The closing date for the competitions in this issue is the 8th February  
2019 unless otherwise stated. Only one entry per person per competition is 
permitted.
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